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ABSTRACT 

An exploratory research design, (Longitudinal Case Study Design). was utilized to 

gather preliniinary data and information regarding the use of Disciplinary Segregation 

(DS) in three medium security Federal penitentiaries for males within the Prairie Region 

of the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC). As there is minimal research in this subject 

area, the siiidy of this punitive sanction was undertaken to better understand who receives 

this sanction. why  and how it is utilized by correctional officiais. and its effect. 

Two major themes resulted from this exploratory research. Significant findings and 

cenerülizcd patterns of behavior indicated that the use of DS may not have the desired - 
effcct of positively deterring the negative institutional ofrending behavior of Aboriginal 

offcndcrs as compared to the non-Aboriginal offenders in the sample population. 

Prcliniinary data indicates that the behavior of Abonginai offenders may have worsened 

as a rcsiilt of their having served a sanction of DS. The second major theme was that the 

issue of substance abuse related behavior was sigificanily tied to the use of DS as a 

punitive sanction. Further to this, data indicates that DS used as a punitive sanction for 

substance abuse related behavior did not have the desired effect on overaIl rates of 

institutional offending behavior. Similar to Aboriginal offenden. behavior patterns 

indicatcd that offenders who served a sanction of DS for behavior related to substance 

abuse appeared to have suffered a deteriontion in behavior. 

As a result of the data generated by this research, it is felt that hirther research is 

required to determine the effectiveness of the use of DS as a punitive sanction, 



specifically in regards to Abonginal offenders and offenders who receive DS for reasons 

related to substance abuse. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

Pumose of the Study 

The phenornenon that will be studied during the course of this research is the use of 

disciplinary segregation (DS) at Stony Mountain Institution. Saskatchewan Penitentiary. 

and Dwmhelier Institutions. Disciplinary segregation is a punitive sanction that is 

designed to rcstrict offender freedom of movement and to exercise safe, secure and 

Iiumane control of inniates. DS involves the rernoval of an offender from the general 

ininate population in ordrr to place him in a ce11 in a special segrqation range. This 

special range. (or row), of segregated cells, remains isolated from the general offender 

population. Inmates housed in DS are genenlly: single bunked, locked up for twenty 

ihrcc houn a day. have access to the telephone three tirnes a week for personal calls, have 

access to the telephone for legal calls, have access to visits, spiritual counseling, 

psychological counseling, psychiatric services, educational upgading opportunities and 

medical services. Inmates can have in their cells, if they own them. televisions. radios. 

electronic yrnes. hobby cnRs, as well as books available frorn the institutional libnry. 

The purpose of DS is to restrict the freedom of movement inmates would normally 

enjoy in the general population (Correctional Service of Canada, 1993). Offenden placed 

in DS are subjected to increased control as they are under closer supervision than those 

offenden in general population. in addition, they are not entitled to al1 the same group 

activities and recreational opportunities available to other offenden due to restrictions 

placed on their ability to associate. in this way, they are sornewhat socially isolated. 



Correctional officers on the unit closely control the activities and rnovement of DS 

offenders. Conversely, general population oFfenders are employed throughout the 

institution, attend programming, and are entitled to recreational periods in the evenings 

and on weekends, during which they can participate in a number of sporting and cultural 

pursiiits. 

A n  offender c m  be placed in DS as a result of his being convicted of a serious 

disciplinary offence within the institution. A senous disciplinary offence is when an 

inmate cornmits a serious breach of security, exhibits violent behavior. commits or 

attcmpts to commit an act that could generate such behavior on the part of others. or 

coiild caiisc harmful consequences to staff members or inmates. Basically, any act ihat 

potcntially threatens the safety or security of the institution or the safety of any person. 

iistially constitiites what amounts to a serious disciplinary offence. A hostage taking, a 

physical assault. or the creation of a serious institutional disturbance would constitute 

serious offences. A minor offence is generally when an inmate exhibits negative or non- 

productive behavior towards institutional mles governing the conduct of inmates. For 

example. an offender engaging in garnbling would most likely constitute a minor offence. 

Althotigh it is against the mles of the institution to engage in non-productive behavior 

such as gambling, this would be coded as a minor offence as it does not threaten the 

safety of any person, nor does it constitute a security threat to the institution, (as would, 

for esample, an attempt to escape). Section 40 of the Corrections and Conditional Release 

Act (C'CM), the legal authority which govems the actions of the Correctional Service of 

Canada (CSC). stipulates the categories of institutional offences that an inmate may be 



charged with and lists them as follows: 

40. An inmate comrnits a disciplinary offence who 

(a) disobeys a justifiable order of a staff member; 

(b)  is, without autliorization. in an area prohibited to inmates; 

(c)  willfully or recklessly damages or drstroys property that is not the inmate's; 

( d )  commits theft; 

(e) is in possession of stolen property; 

(f) is disrespectfiil or abusive toward a staff member in a manner that could undermine a 

staff meniber's authority; 

(g)  is disrcspectful or abusive toward any penon in a manner that is likely to provoke a 

person to bc violent; 

( h )  fights wi th. assaults or threatens to assault another penon; 

( i )  is in possession of, or deals in. contraband; 

(j) without prior authorization. is in possession of, or deals in, an item that is not 

authonzed by n Commissioner's Directive or by a written order of the institutional head: 

(k) takes an intoxicant into the inmate's body; 

(1 )  fails or refuses to provide a urine sample when demanded punuant to section 54 or 55; 

(m)  creaies or participates in ( i )  a disturbance, or ( i i )  any other activity that is likely to 

jeopardize the security of the penitentiaiy; 

(n)  does anything for the purpose of escaping or assisting another inmate to escape; 

(O)  offers, gives or accepts a bribe or reward; 

(p) without reasonable excuse, refuses to work or leaves work; 

(q) engages in gambling; 



(r) willingly disobeys a written nile goveming the conduct of inmates; or 

(s) attempts to do, or assists another person to do, anything referred to in paragraphs (a) to 

(r) (Corrections and Conditional Release Act, 1992). 

When an institutional staff member has reasonable srounds to believe that an inmate 

lias committcd or is in the process of committing a disciplinary offence. he or she shall 

take reasonable steps to resolve the rnatter in fomally whenever possible. An informa1 

rcsolution may consist of the olficer counseling the offender about his inappropriate 

behavior, as opposed to utilizing the formal disciplinary process. When an infornial 

rcsolution is noi achieved, the institutional head (or his or her designate) may. taking into 

consideration the s e r i ~ ~ ~ n e s s  of the alleged conduct and any aggnvating or rnitigating 

hctors. formally issue a charge of a minor or serious disciplinary offence. 

At SMI, Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and Dmmheller Institutions, the Coordinator of 

Correctional Operations (CCO) is the institutional head designate. If an offrnder was to 

break a window, it may be considered a minor offence. If an offender was to break this 

same window in an attempt to incite other olfenden to destroy institutional property and 

start a disturbance, these might be viewed as a mitigating factors which would cause the 

CC0  to code the charge as serious. This part of the disciplinary process is somewhat 

subjective as the CC0 might code one behavior as minor, while another inmate 

exhibiting the sarne behavior might have his charge coded as major. This may be as a 

result of things such as the CCO's interpretation of the circurnstances surrounding an 

offence. or that the offender has a prior history of similar negative behavior. 



The Lndependent Chairperson of Institutional Court, (a judicial figure from outside the 

Correctional Service of Canada who adjudicates the hearings), may ovemile the C C 0  in a 

determination of a charge being serious. In the Prairie Region, approximately 30% of al1 

insti tutional charges are coded as serious (Solicitor General, 19%). The only charges that 

niust be coded as serious, and where there is no room for discretion, are JO.(k) "takes an 

intoxicant into the inmate's body" and 10.(1) "fails or rehses to provide a urine sarnple 

u k n  dcniandcd pursuant to section 54 or 55". An inmate charged with a disciplinary 

offknce is to be jiven a written notice of the offence and a designation of whether the 

o ffence is minor or serious. Charges are to be dealt with by way of hearing in institutional 

court. The Independent Chairperson (ICP) usually adjudicates these court hearings on a 

w c k l y  basis. 

LVardens or Deputy Wardens formerl y adj udicated serious disci pl inary O ffences. This 

process was deemed to have lacked the essential characteristics of objective and fair 

adjudication. The same people who were responsible for maintaining a safe environment 

and the good order of the institutions. were also the ones judging whether or not inmates 

Iiad breached that good order. In other words, the judges were the offended parties. In 

addition to this, these judges also often had extensive persona1 knowledge of these 

inmates, thus allowing for considerable bias. Objective judgment was also further 

hampered by the fact that Wardens often felt compelled to maintain staff morale by 

accepting the testimony of correctional officers that was oRen in direct conflict with the 

testimony of inmates. Based out of a review of the process, Independent Chairpenons 

were appointed to conduct fair. unbiased hearings for senous disciplinary cases. 



Following the 1977 Parliamentas, Sub-Cornmittee on the Penitentiary System in Canada, 

the Service began appointing Independent Chairpersons for disciplinas, boards at 

medium-security institutions in 1980 (Correctional Service of Canada. 1997). 

For disciplinary hearings, the inmate is to be present unless he is voluntanly absent, 

t hc person conducting the heat-ing believes on reasonable groiinds that the inmate's 

presencç would jeopardize the safety of any person present ai the hearing. or the inmate 

seriously disnipts the hearing. The Independent Chairperson conducting the hearing shall 

not find the inmate guilty unless satisfied beyond a reasonable doubi. based on the 

e~.idcnce presented ai the hearing, that the inmate committed the offence in question. 

Finally. as per section 44 of the CCRA. an inmate who is found guilty of a disciplinary 

offcnce is liable to one or more of the following: (a) a waming or reprimand; (b) a loss of 

privileges; (c) an order to make restitution; (d) a fine; (e) performance of extra duties; and 

cf) in the case of a serious disciplinary offence, disciplinary segregation from other 

inmatrs for a maximum of thirty days (Corrections and Conditional Release Act. 1992). 

Should an offender receive additional consecutive periods of DS as a sanction. he c m  

only serve a maximum of 45 consecutive days in DS. Should a sanction of disciplinary 

segregation be irnposed ai the disciplinary hearing, the offender is escorted to a ce11 in the 

segregation unit to serve the DS period irnposed as sanction. The offender's ce11 effects 

(his personal belongings) are then transported by correctional officers from his ce11 in 

general population to the offender's DS cell. 



Disciplinary segregation is at the most restrictive and intrusive end of the disciplinq 

process for inmates. The reason for this restrictive view of DS is that it is legally viewed 

as punitive sanction (Correctional Service of Canada, 1997). When an inmate is 

segregated or separated from the general inmate population, for any reason, there must be 

n lrgal justification for the decision either through sections 31-37 (administrative 

segregation) or 38-44 (disciplinary segregation) of the Corrections and Conditional 

Rclerisc Act. 

The two types of segregation, administrative sepregation and DS, are used for different 

piirposes. and each is titilized based on an entirely different set of criteria. Administrative 

scyreyation involves the rernoval of an inmate from the general inmate population, on a 

voliintary or involuntary basis. for the inmate's own sakty. for the safety of others. or for 

the seciire operation of the institution. According to the Case Management Manual 

(1998). a placement in administrative segregation, (iinlike a placement in disciplinary 

segregation), is not punishment. instead, the purpose of administrative segregation is to 

krep inmates from associating with the general inmate population. As authorized under 

the CCRA, administrative segregation can only be utiiized if one of three conditions are 

niet and its use is sern as a last resort. Segregation is viewed as an extreme measure, and 

its use indicates that al1 other alternatives to manage the offender in the general 

population have been considered as unavailable or inefFective (Correctional Service of 

Canada, 2 997). 



The first condition for the use of administrative segregation is that the offender has 

acted or intends to act in a manner that jeopardizes the safety of the institution or any 

person in it (to use obvious examples, building a bomb or inciting a disturbance). If the 

behavior of the offcnder is determined to be such that this safety is jeopardized. the 

offender will be administratively segregated. The offendrr can be held in administrative 

scgregation until the thrcat is alleviated or until the oflender can be transferred to another 

institution or Facility that c m  more effcctively manage his r k k .  For example, a medium 

security offcnder buildin_e a bomb may be administratively segregated in anticipation of a 

transfer to a maximum-security penitentiary with a more restrictive environment that has 

more intensive supervision. If the behavior is not deerned to be an immediate risk to the 

siifcty of the institution (but escalation of the behavior could at some point become 

incrcasingly more problematic or risk the safety of the institution or the individuals in it). 

DS may be utilized as a punishrnent in attempts to deter similar future behavior. 

The second condition is that the presence of the inrnate in the general population 

would interfere with an investigation that could lead to a criminal charge or an 

institiitional charge of a serious disciplinary offence. If in the case of an assault. possible 

suspects rnay be adrninistratively segregated until the investigation is completed. In such 

a case, corroboration among suspects, or the intimidation of other witnesses, mi@ 

seriously interfere with the investigation. 

The third condition is that the inrnate's own safety would be jeopardized if he 

continued to reside in general population. For example, other offenden may be trying to 



barn the offender, or the inmate may need constant and direct supervision as a result of 

being diagnosed as suicida1 by a psychiatrist. These three criteria are intended to be 

preventative. but not punitive. Administrative segregation is not part of the inmate 

disciplinary process. It is to be utilized by the CSC to prevent altercations, harm, or 

interference with certain investigations (Solicitor General, 1998). 

I t  is important to note that a great deal of literature related to this aspect of corrections. 

(e.g.. the separation of an offender From a gneral population setting). is also often 

focused on soli tary confinement. Althoiigh there are similatities between punitive or 

disciplinary segregation and solitary conthement. research results should not be assurned 

to be transiérable from one situation to the other. According to Thoenis ( 1972). there are 

differences between solitary confinement and segregation. Although the physical control 

of the inmate is essentially identical, (the inmate is confined to a cell and certain 

privileges are withdrawn), neither the isolation From other persons nor the deprivation of 

sensory stimuli is as severe with segegation. Segregated inmates interactions wi t h others 

rnay include staff. visitors, and minimal contact with other inmates on their range. Thus. 

inmates in disciplinary segregation or administrative segregation are not subject to 

sensory deprivation and should not be directly compared to studies in which sensory 

deprivation is the factor being examined. 

Issues specific to solitary confinement will not be explored in the coune of this 

researck. Given the substantial differences between DS and solitary confinement, direct 

cornparisons or attempts to generalize From one condition to the other would not appear 



to be relevant. In addition, it is important to realize that ihere is no such sanction as 

soli tary confinement in use by the Correctional Service of Canada. Literature regarding 

solitary confinement ernanates from research based on the penal systerns of other 

countries, such as the United States. Canadian offenders who absolutely cannot be 

managed in a maximum-security setting or in administrative segregation because they 

prcsrnt an extremely hish risk to staff or other iiimatcs. are often sent to a Special 

tlandliiig ünit (SHU). There is ciirrently one SH Li in operation in Canada. and i t  is based 

in Qiiebec. [nrnates sent to the S HU are otten offenders who cannot control thcir behavior 

and have assritilted or killed othcr inmates, or have attacked staff. The behavior of these 

ofiénders is assrssed as not meeting the behmioral espectations of a maximum-secunty 

institution. As such. they are sent to the SHL' for assessrnent or treatment until their 

bchavior is stabilized to a level that is once again manageable in a maximum security 

setting. Even for these extreme cases. the Correctional Service of Canada does not use 

soli tary confinement. 

Conversely. comparisons between administrative segregation and DS demonstrate 

greater relevance as these two conditions share certain similanties. While the topic of 

solitary confinement has been assessed as minimally useful in the attempt to further 

understand DS, the study of administrative segregation may be of better use in this regard. 

Altliough the reasons for the use of DS and administrative segregation are different. the 

physical setting and the offender's access to services are similar. Aithough the physical 

setting and human interaction is similar in an administrative segregation setting and a DS 

setting. certain differing variables such as the reasons for the segeption and the time 



spent in the two different types of segregation, make it  impossible to directly generaiize 

the results frorn administrative segregation research to DS. Issues identi fied in the coune 

of research conducted on administrative segregation should be explored within the 

context of DS, should they be deemed to be potentially applicable given the similarity of 

the pliysical settings. Until research has been done on DS. it cannot be certain whether or 

not. or to what extent. issues related to administrative segregation. (or even certain 

aspects of solitary confinement for that matter), also apply to DS. While there has  been a 

Task Force assigned to study administrative sepregaiion. there has been virtually no 

rcsearch that deals specifically with the issue of DS. Further to the Task Force on 

.-Idrninistrative Segregation. it came about as a result of A Commission of lnquiry into 

Certain Eïerits ai the Prison for Women in Kingston (1996). This Inqliiry revealed that 

thc practice of segregating offenders needed to bc administered in cornpliance with the 

Inw and that i t  required close monitoring. It was also strongly recommended that a policy 

rwiew on the use of adrninistrative segregation be punued. As a result, the Correctional 

Semice O f Canada launched the Task Force on Administrative Segregation. Subsequently. 

the Task Force examined a broad range of issues related to segregation (Motiuk & 

Blancbette, 1997). As a result of the Task Force, many changes took place in the area of 

segregation to ensure that rigorous legal requirements are met and inmates are afforded 

full procedural faimess. 

Segegation. or separation of inrnates. must occur in an environment that restricts their 

association with other inmates and their Iegal nghts. to the Ieast extent possible; that 

facilitates their retum to general population, to the geatest extent possible and as soon as 



possible; and that maximizes the provisions of programs and services which are necessary 

to achieve early release from this restrictive institutional environment and eventual 

successful release into the comrnunity. As a sanction, DS also has implications on 

sccurity classification, transfers, and decisions regarding conditionai release (Correctional 

Service of Canada, 1997). 

Disciplinan Segregrttion - as Part of the Disciplinary Process 

Disciplinary segregation is a sanction or tooi that operates within the context of the 

inmate disciplinary process. The objective of the disciplinary process for fedenlly 

iiicarccraied male offenders is. "To provide a fair and equitable disciplinary system which 

encourages inmaies to conduct themselves in a manner which promotes the good order of 

tIic iiistitution. fosters a positive correctional environment. and contributes to the 

reliabilitation of the inmates by allowing them to demonstrate thrir efforts to become law- 

abiding citizens (Correctional Service of Canada. 1 997)." 

With regards to the good order of the institution, disciplinary segregation is a 

punishmcnt that is supposed to act as a deterrent to behavior that threatens the safety and 

security of the prison environment. DS is a message to offenders that there are penalties 

for participating in behavior such as dealing in the institutional drus sub-culture or being 

assaultive to others. Not only is this potential deterrent of negative behavior intended to 

promote the good order of the institution. but in tum is expected to Foster a positive 

correc tional environment. Although "positive correc tional environment" is a gnenl  term, 

i t  denotes an environment in which an offender can deal effectively with staff and with 



other offenders. It is an environment in which the offender c m  participate in treatment 

and programs. and does not have to fear reprisal from other inmates looking to "muscle" 

or take advantage of them. It is an environment in which offenders can deal with staff in a 

pro-social manner. and one in which if they make a mistake, they know that they will be 

dealt wi th fairly. and that their rights will be respected. 

Inmitte discipline is "to bc tint and foremost corrective" and is expecied to establish 

bcliavioral espcctations for offenders. The continued principles of inrnate discipline are 

that i t  is supposed to promote responsibility and accountability, and promote informal 

rcsolution of inmate behavioral problems, wherevrr possible. In this way. offenders are 

able to demonstrate their efforts at becoming law-abiding citizens by modeling ana 

i i t i  lizing pro-social interaction with others, and by drmonstrating positive coping 

techniques. By positive coping techniques. it is meant that an offender can constnictively 

deal with a situation or problem and control their emotions. instead of resorting to 

abusive and threatening means to deal with the situation, or utilizing nrgative coping 

stratezies such as substance abuse. In this way, the oflender can effectively face and deal 

with problems without harming other individuals or themselves. The disciplinary process 

is to appiy sanctions proportionate to the seriousness of the offences; be progressive in 

the degree of action taken; be timely; be consistent in application; and take into 

consideration the inmate's state of health and health care needs in al1 decisions relating to 

discipline (Correctional Service of Canada, 1 997). 



This research study rationale is based upon the question of whether DS performs a 

corrective or rehabilitative function. If this method of discipline isn't helping to correct or 

reducr negative institutional behavior, for what purpose is it still being used? If DS is 

encouraging positive offender behavior. it logically follows that DS should assist in 

reducing or climinating recidivist inmate behavior resulting in disciplinary offences. If the 

sanction of DS results in a reduction or elimination of the institutional offending behavior 

of tfiosc offenders having sewed this sanction, then DS could initially be seen as 

generally meeting its policy objectives. 

If DS docs not appear to positively effect or share a positive relationship with the 

levcls of institutioiial offending for those offenders who have served a sanction of DS. the 

Correctional Service of Canada may conduct further research to determine the merit of 

altenng the rnanner in which DS is currently used, or explore alternative pimitive 

sanctions and methods of behavior modification aimed ai changing and correcting 

behavior. Exploratory research coiild possi bly lead to further study on the effectiveness of 

sanctions such as warnings/reprimands, loss of privileges. ordcrs of restitution, fines. and 

performance of extra duties. A national review of data frorn July 1 to December 3 1. 

1996, indicated the breakdown of sanctions awarded for 5609 serious offences. For 

senoiis charges, the imposition of a fine predominated at 46%. followed by a period of 

segregation for 32% of the convictions. Restitution was used in 3% of the cases, while the 

sanction of extra work was not used at al1 (Solicitor General, 199s). Such data indicates a 

heavy reliance on the use of DS, possibly at the expense of seldom studied but potentially 

more effective sanctions. 



A 1997 study by Motiuk & Blanchette compared a group of segregated ouenders with 

a group of non-segregated offenders. The study indicated that segregated offenders in 

federal corrections were more likely to have less than a grade 10 education than the non- 

scgregated offenders. In terms of occupation, almost two-thirds of the segresated 

offenders lacked a skill area. trade. or profession. Four-fifths were unemployed ai the 

timc of tIieir current olfcnce. Should studies such as this which indicate segregated 

o flf n d m  lack ediicational and vocational skills. (to an even greater degrce than offenders 

in a gsneral population setting), prove tnie. sanctions should be studied to determine 

wliich ones inight best be used to address these deficit arcas. According to Gendreau. 

Cogt$ii. and Gray (2000). out of ail the predictors of offender recidivism. the need area of . 

ernployicnt and education is probably the most predictive. For examplr. would a 

punit ive work dctailicrew be a more rehabilitative means of addressing problem 

behavior'? Suedtèld proposed that solitary confinement should be employed 

construc tivel y together with therapeutic techniques such as behavior modification 

(Gcndreau & Bonta. 1984). Behavior modification is seen as a fair and tangible way for 

olfenders to demonstrate appropriate behaviors and retum to population. The delivery of 

programs in segregation is to assist inmates to reintepte into less restrictive 

environments. yet the Task Force on Segregation acknowledged the constraints imposed 

by segregation on the delivery of core progams. Yet. it is believed that opportunities can 

be created for inmates to allow them to positively and constmctively address negative 

behavior (e.g.. individual ceIl studies. educational tapes or videos. educational 

correspondence courses). 



Gendreau and Bonta (1984) indicate that most prison administrators do not like 

resorting to using segregation as a punishment, but that they k e l  leA with no other 

options. According to Warden Jan Fox. (National General News. 1995). Corrections 

tenn Canada olficials don? believe that segreegaation is effective and that the Ion,- 

conseqiiences of its use are not good. Gendreaii and Bonta (1984) wggest that it is time 

that the criiics of the correctional system suggest alternative and effective means to 

control problem inmates. They funher state that telling prison administrators to use the 

least restrictive means of manajing behavior is not of assistance. Coiild it be possible that 

the use of DS might actuaily reinforce problematic institiitional behavior? Should this 

sitid> indicate that DS is meeting certain policy objectives by positively impücting on 

iicgative institiitional hshavior, further research should bc completed to determine 

\\hether or not DS is in faci harmful to an offender's mental health and well beiny. 



CHAPTER 2 - A REVIEW OF THE LITERATUW 

Literatiire Review 

One of the reasons that DS is being proposed as an interesting and important area of 

prcliniinary study is because there has been very little literature witten or research done 

on tliis specific topic area. As indicated earlier, there has been much literatiire written on 

thc rclated topics of administrative sczregation and solitary confinement. Although these 

rclated issues are not the same as DS (solitary confinement even less so tlian 

ndniinistrativc segregation), in objectives or process, similarities may indicate that issues 

or concems related to administrütive segregation or solitary confinement should also be 

rcsearched with regards io DS. Al1 three conditions do involve the removül of an offender 

From a yeneral population setting. restricting those activities that are rnjoyed in 

association with other inmates. 

Wliile not direcily applicable to the use of DS. there is research that has been 

conducird on segregation. (commonly referred to as administrative segregation in the 

CSC). Although some of the research indicates that segregation is harmful and 

detrimental. other research indicates that segregation is not necessanly harmful to an 

offender. The CSC has indicated that the literature on the effects of segreegation is limited 

and contradictory, and little is known about the psychologica1 make-up and different 

coping skills of segregated offenden (Correctional Service of Canada, 1997). Although a 

litentiire review will demonstrate the contradictory nature of the research of segregated 



offenders, it is importaiit to note that none of these assertions will be contested in the 

course of this research study. 

Given this lack of detailed research speci fic to the subject of disciplinary segregation. 

the f'ollowing literature review was divided into three major categories. Firstly. given its 

iiicstricrible lii ik to any discussion on the topic of punishment. the concept of deterrencc 

riierits discussion and a review of the litcnture. Deterrence is central to understanding the 

motivation for implementing and utilizing disciplinary sanctions such as DS that are 

intendcd to discourage negative or unwanted behavior. The second category used to assist 

in orgaiii~ing the literature review pcnains to the body of literature that indicates and 

Icniis support to the theory that DS is hamful. The third and final groiroiiping of literature is 

tliai u hich espouses that DS may not be n harmful sanction. 

Detèrrcnt Ef'fect of DS 

Although the disciplinary system is intended to be rehabilitative. one is leR to wonder 

about the rehabilitative potential of one of the most punitive sanctions available for 

insti tu tional O ffending behavior. In theory. DS and the disciplinary system in gneral, 

should act as a deterrent to negative behaviors thnt offendrn m y  exhibit in the 

institution. Although the intent of this research is not to exact a cause and effect 

relationship between a punishment (DS) and resulting behavior, a trend towards a 

decrease in institutional offending after a DS sanction may indicate that DS is a deterrent 

to this type of negative behavior. 



Although no literature on deterrence was found that dealt specifically with prison 

punishments. (let alone prison punishrnent in a Canadian context), some interesting 

observations are apparent in the general literature on deterrence. Punishment and 

deterrence are reported to be closely linked in our rninds. As a matter of fact, deterrence 

has become the major justification for imposing punishment. Yet. the relationship 

bctwecn piinishrnent and deterrence requires closer scrutiny. It is almost unanimousl y 

iigreed upon in research circles that punishment severity has little if any impact on the 

riirtiier coniniission of criminal activity (Law Reform Commission of Canada. 1976). 

Gibbs ( 1975) has also indicated that there is a need for more elaboratr and rigorous field 

stiidies carried out on specific deterrence. According to Berg and Larson (1989). a 

mrijority of sentencing theory is rooted in assumptions about the connection bctween 

d~.terrencc and cenainty of punishment. A cornmon response from the offenders in their 

stiidy wris that piinishrnent does not have a direct connection to cnminal behavior because 

thcy don? generally ihink about consequences of their actions or about being caught when 

rliey are committing the crime. Conversely, sorne offenders did indicate that crirninals 

may become more selective about which crimes to commit when faced with differing 

piinisliment. 

There is a cornmon theme that is apparent in a majonty of the literature on the concept 

of drterrence. The consensus appears to be that the case for deterrence has still not been 

made. Gendreau and Ross (1  980) hrther speculate that based on the evidence on costs, 

the case made for treatment rnight be fa more appealing. Although deterrence is otten 

presented as a simple concept, it is proposed that this simplicity is what might have Ied 



many researchers to mistakenly assume a cause and effect relationship between criminal 

activity and rates of crime. The fact of the matter is that there is not a single study in al1 of 

the literature on deterrence which can support such a cause and effect relationship. 

Grndreau and Ross (1980) are therefore O F  the opinion that one should not be 

conlidciit tliat punishnient will reduce an individual's tendency to repeat actions wliich 

led to thcir punishinent in the first place. For some individuals, punishment can even 

incrcase the persistencc of transgressions and anti-social behavior (Ross & Doody. 1973). 

This is similar in nature to numcrous other research studies, which also echo concerns 

that sanctions intended to dcter can exacerbate the behavior that it is attempting to reduce 

or cliniinatr. in a thoroughly evaluated attempt at researching deterrence. Han (1975) 

reporteci that sanctions in army units actually increased violations of reylations 

(Cendrcau X: Ross, 1980). Wrisburg, Waring, and Chayet ( 1995) indicated that evidence 

siiggcsts that sanctions may backfire and lead offenders to more serious and frequent 

offending (Bridges & Stone. 1983; Farrington, et ai. 1986; Petersilia and Turner. 1986; 

Sherman et al. 1986). Although policy makers oRen assume that imprisonment influences 

the future conduct of prisoners. previous studies demonstnte littie evidence of specific 

deterrent effects. As such. detemence has neither been confirmed nor refuted by research. 

According to the Research Report of the Canadian Sentencing Commission (1988). 

research is so limited in scope and inadequate in method. that little progress has been 

made since the initial assertions in this field of study. Due to the Fact that research studies 

have thrown considerable doubt on the ability of criminal law to control crimes through 

the use of sanctions, the Law Reforrn Commission of Canada has been forced to search 



for alternative positive goals for criminal law (Law Reform Commission of Canada, 

1976). 

Li terature on deterrence also makes frequent references regarding the potential of 

individual differences in response to sanctions. This is reflective of diffcring individual 

attitudes toivard such tliings as risk. jiidgrnent of severity. and the certainty of punishment 

(Gendrcau & Ross. i 980). 

Several theories have been put forth to explain why the concept of deterrence is so 

difficult to rescarch. According io Zirnring ( 197 1). the definition of deterrence is the 

t'lTect of ü pârticulür threat or sanction on the total number of threatened behaviors it 

prcsenrs. This definition illustrates how the quantitative assessmcnt of a particular 

sanction is nearly impossible. since it cannot be known how many individuals refrained 

frorn transgression due to the threat of the punishment. 

Literatiire on the topic of deterrence speaks to more than one type of deterrence. 

General deterrence is the ihreat of punishment and its restraining effect with regard to 

criminal conduct. This is the utilization of punishment to demonstrate to other individuals 

what they can expect should they choose to follow the offender's example. Special 

deterrence is achieved through the actual experience of punishrnent. This is the use of 

punishment to prevent the offender frorn repeating his offence (Law Refom Commission 

O F  Canada, 1976). The arpument can be made that the use of DS is an attempt to achieve 

both general and specific deterrence. If an otrender is given a sanction of DS. it is a 



message to other offenders that similar behavior or conduct is not acceptable in the 

institutional setting and that it will be dealt with harshly. It is also to act as a specific 

deterrent in that the offender given a sanction of DS is supposed to be accountable for his 

actions or else there will be repercussions for those actions. Although this research may 

secognize behavior patterns which may or may not be accounted for by way of specific 

dctcrrence. l i  ke other research studies both explanatory and exploratory, the effects of 

general deterrence remains unknown. If research on punitivc mcasures such as DS show 

thiit tlicse piinishrnents do not appear to positively affect the behavior of thosc individuals 

on whom they are imposed, we still cannot be siire that there are not unknown benefits in 

thc way of general deterrence. Failure of piinishment as a special dsterrent dors not mean 

thai punishment is necessarily ineffective as a general deterrent. Still. ethical and social 

considerations niust îontinue to be takcn into accoiint in dctemiining whicli punitive 

sanctions should be utilized. A punishment rnay appear to be an effective deterrent. yet 

niay still present as undesirable. For example. should the hands of a thief be cut off to 

prevent future the ft (Law Reform Commission of Canada, 1 W6)? 

There does seem to be some evidence that certainty of punishrnent is more important 

ihan seventy for the sake of deterrence (Law Rcform Commission of Canada. 1976). 

Sevsriiy of punishment does noi appear to be sipnificantly related to variations in 

criminal activity. Still, studies in this area are said to be highly tentative and are often 

contradictory and inconsistent. For example, in the area of institutional offences related ro 

substance abuse, the drive toward the threatened behavior (Le., addiction), may be so 

strong and the motivation so powerful, that the individual may be willing to nsk the 



consequences no matter how certain or severe they might be. This might be especially 

truc in cases of compulsive behavior. Also, the degree of unpleasantness of the 

punishment rnay Vary from one individual to the next. Some offenders rnay view a 

sanction of DS as a welcome break from the stress of general population. Some 

individuals are simply not deterred by the threat of punishment. or even the experience of 

the actual sanction. 

On thc other hand. the absence of recidivism does not nccessarily mean that a 

part icular punitive sanction has been effective. Factors other than those associated with 

tlic punishmcnt rnay have resulted in the individual not repeating the criminal conduct. It 

is possible tliat an offender may not have repeated an offence even if not punished or 

forced to serve a sanction of DS. 

I t  is also reported that recidivism rates appear to Vary geatly for different types of 

crime and for different types of offenders. Given this, research such as the study currently 

proposed is required in an institutional setting to try and establish what types of offences 

and what types of offenden are affected by or are relatively immune to punishment. 

Rrtiimiiig to the example of substance abuse offences, it may currently be the practice to 

hand out the most severe sanctions to those offenders who are least likely to be deterred 

by the threat of punishment. It is also indicated that there does not generally seem to be a 

considerable di fference in the effectiveness of di fferent types of sanctions. Does this 

mean that there should be an increased focus on rehabilitation? Punishment cm have 

serious side effects or undesirable by-products. For this reason, many behavioral 



scientists think that punishrnent as a behavior modification technique should be replaced 

by other ways of modifjmg and controlling behavior. 

Negative Aspects of DS 

This talk of piinishrnent as a negative behavior modification technique in terms of 

detcrrence leads into the second grouping of the literature rrview. While the CSC blission 

Statcrncnt is clcarly focused on rehabilitation. a recent Toronto Sun article ( 1996) referred 

to piinitivc segregation as a "big stick" that is iised to punish offenders for bad behavior. 

citiiig that is used for everything frorn spitting at a Correctional Officer to causing a 

disturbance. The article quotes Harvard Medical School professor and psychiatrist. Dr. 

Stuart Grassian. According to Dr. Grassian's analogy. "Scgcgation is akin to taking a 

vicioiis dog atid putting it in a vçry srnall c a p .  You kick it. brat it and humiliate it. The 

nngrier i t  becornes. the lonser you do it. Then, when it is more angry and vicious than 

ever before. you open the cage and wash your hands of the consequences." According to 

Dr. Grassian. it is a recipe for disaster. 

According to Patncia Monture-Angus, who sat on the federal Task Force on 

Seyreyation. the CSC should completely abolish segeegaation becausr it iindercuts the 

psychology behind rehabilitation (Cairns. 1996). According io the Task Force. 

"Administrative segregation is a very intrusive l o m  of interference that infringes upon an 

offender's rights to freedom, liberty, and association. It is said that the sensory 

deprivation and social isolation associated with administrative segregation are potentially 

harmful to an offender's mental and physical health. as well as seriously interfering with 



their efforts and ability to safely and successfully reintegrate back into the cornmunity at 

large (Correctional Service of Canada, 1997)." in addition, considering the absence of 

research supporting that segregation of any type positively effects inmate behavior, not 

one of 32 prison segresaiion units inspected in a coast-to-coast task force review was in 

conipliancc with laws. rejulations and basic human rights (Moncton Times. 1996). So not 

only is there an absence of data indicating that segregation has a positive effect on inmate 

hchavior. it bas becn reponed to not be consistently used in cornpliance with mies and 

rcgulations iinplernentcd ro ensure the protection of offcnder rights. The preliminary 

Iindiiigs of the Task Force Repon on Administrative Srgregation (1997) essentially 

contirnicd the suspicions of Judge Louise Arbour, that übiiscs of women inmates are 

niirrcrrd in male institiitions. Toronto lawyer. John Hill. who is reported to act on behalf 

o f  niany offeiiders. States that. "The oRen arbitrary and prolongen segregation of inniates 

is a psychologicai torture that is more heinous and damajing than corporal punishment, 

wt;ich is banned (Moncton Times, 199G)." 

Sorne research further supports Task Force assertions that segegation in seneral may 

have detrimental impact on an offender's mental health. It has been indicated that one of 

tiic potential negative side rffects of segregation on mental hcalth is a result of the 

decreased interaction between the individual and the environment (Suedfeld, Ramirez, 

Draton. & Baker-Brown, 1982; Correctional Service of Canada, 1997). Althou& 

adrninistratively segregated offenders can normally be segrepted for far longer periods of 

time than is normally the case for DS offenders, it is still unknown whether these harmful 

aspects are stiIl attributable to DS offenders. 



As earlier stated, the Task Force on Segegation is 

segegation is harmful to an inmatets mental health and 

committed to the position that 

social functioning (Correctional 

Service of Canada. 1997). The Task Force defined 12 offender sub-populations that 

characterize the curent range of situations that impact on an individual's rights, freedoms, 

and privileges. In ranking them according to their degree of intmsiveness. general inmate 

population is the least and DS is the most. As an argument against the use of DS. Myen 

anci Levy (1978) indicated that inrnates who prrsent chronic discipline problems are 

usually disciplined within the prison system. As a conseqiience. involvernent in the 

disciplinary system O ften prevents these offenders from participating in treatrnent or 

rehabilitation progranis. I t  can be argued that offenders with chronic behavionl problems 

tnay need this programniing and rehabilitation even more so than the average offender. 

According to Commissioner's Directive 580. Discipline of Inmates (1997). sanctions 

arc to be proportionate to the senousness of the offences and be consistent in application. 

yet research has indicated that there is a tendency to escalate punishments as an inmate is 

reprimanded repeatedly. even if his offences are not as serious (Crouch. 1985). It has been 

found that the disposition of punishment may Vary more as a result of the institutional 

history of the inrnate more so than the facts of the incident leading to the disciplinary 

sanction (Harvard Centre for Criminal Justice, 1972). It is interesting to note the unequal 

weirhting that substance abuse reiated offences are given in the area of offender 

discipline. While the CCRA allows for discretion in the coding of al1 other institutional 

offences as rninor or senous. it is mandatory that the charges of "takes intoxicant into the 

inmate's body" and "fails or refuses to provide a urine sample when demanded" be coded 



as serious. 1s DS, (and the inmate disciplinary process in general), being used as a tool to 

target certain specific types of institutional offences? Another reiated question is the 

length of the sanction imposed for each particular senous offence. Are certain offences 

being dealt with more hanhly than other types of offences resulting in DS? It will also be 

noted whether or not additional sanctions such as a fine are imposed with a sanction of 

DS. Rrceni data indicates that as drus seizures increase in institutions. violent incidents 

appsar to dccrcass (Solicitor Gericral. 1998). In 1995. Ed McIsaac. who \vas the director 

of tlie Correctional Investigator's office. stated to the press that. "Prisoners are iisually put 

in scgregation for being drunk and disorderly - reasons not justified under the Corrections 

and Conditional Release Act (National General News. 1995)." 

It is thc esplicit policy of the Correctional Service of Canada to emphasize the 

rehabilitati\.e aspect of corrections as opposed to the punitive (Suedfeld & Roy. 1975). 

According to the Harvard Centre for Criminal Justice, treatment is another potential 

piirpose of a prison discipline system in addition to the maintenance of control (Harvard 

Centre for Criminal Justice. 1972). Yet. despite the CSC view of offender discipline as 

part of the process of rehabilitation, Standing Order 597 (1998) States that. "The 

placement of an inmate in DS should be considered a severe punishment; other lrss 

stringent foms of punishrnent should be considered before it is imposed." 

Despite the restrictive view of DS and little in the way of research to detemine 

whether or not the sanction of DS promotes good order and fosten positive correctional 

environments in CSC institutions such as SMI, Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and 



Drumheller Institution, the use of DS as a sanction continues. Research has not been 

undertaken which indicates that the incidences of negative institutional behavior is 

reduced in offenders who have served a tenn of DS- 

Non-harmhil Aspects of DS 

There are reports which indicate that there is no detrimentai impact as a result of 

scgrcgation (Bonta & Gcndreau. 1984). Wcinberj ( 1967) and Suedfeld et al (1952) 

stiid icd irimatss and reported no detrimental effects of segregation. They reported that the 

tïrst tliree days were the most dificuit, but that inmates adjusted to iheir situation quite 

w l l .  The initial adjustment period would probably hold true for any inmate, whether 

scgregated or not. at the beginning of their sentence. Enperimental studies that have 

looked at the short term eftccts ( 10 days) of solitary con thement (Ecclestone. Gcndreau 

& Knos. 1974: Gendreau, Freedman, Wilde & Scott. 1968; Gendreau, Honon. Hooper. 

Frecdman. Wilde & Scott. 1968; Gendreau, McClçan, Parsons, Drake & Ecclestone, 

1970: Walters. Callagan S; Newman. 1963) have Found few negative consequences of this 

placement. Somr research has even reported positive effects (Surdfeld & Chunila, 

1975)( Worn~ith, 1984). In an anaiysis of 90 experimental studies conducted by Bukstel 

aiid Kirnann ( 1980). findings were mixed in that they reported that some inmates 

deteriorateci in response to confinement, sorne demonstrated no noticeable change and 

some showed improvement. 

Keeping in mind the purposes and objectives of DS within the larger framework of 

the inmate disciplinary process, a review of the literature reveals that the Correctional 



Service of Canada does indicate the need for DS and the disciplinary process to promote 

the good order of the institution and foster a positive correctional environment. 

According to the Minister's Message (Correctional Service of Canada, 1998), secunty 

withiii institutions is one of the issues paramount to CSC's mandate. It is a CSC pnority 

to proïidc safe and secure institutions and to decrease the incidences of violence. 

Prer-imis govcniment initiatives arc indicated to having been successful in dealing with 

Ion -ri&. nonviolent offenders early on in the criniinal justice process. This has reportedly 

left a greatcr proportion of Iiigh risk. violent offenders in CSC custody. When coupled 

ait h an incrcase in the number of punser offenders who increasingly disregard authority 

i ~ i  t l i ~  i~istitiitions. this has contributcd to an increase in institutional offences and 

problematic behavior witbin CSC institutions (Correctional Service of Canada. 1998). 

Also. an argument in support of the "good order of the institution", can be put fonvard 

to mcan niore than just levels of reoffending or an environment in which offenders 

display minimal amounts of negative behavior. Even if offenders display high rates of 

rccidivism with regard to negative institutional behavior. staff must be supported in their 

attempts to reduce negative institutional behavior. The CSC Mission Statement and Core 

L'alues indicate that staff is the strength of the CSC and that it is the major resource in 

achieving its objectives. It  is the attitudes. values, and skills of staff that are the agents of 

change. If staff feel that there is no appropriate repercussion for negative behavior and the 

actions they take to police and try to change this behavior, staff may feel that their efforts 

are futile. Staff play a very large role in what could be characterized as the "good order of 

the institution". The disciplinary process. DS included, is seen as important in the role 



that it plays in supporting the actions of staff. The fundamental purpose of sentencing is 

said to be to preserve authority and prornote respect for law through the imposition of just 

sanctions (Griffiths & Verdun-Jones, 1994). If there was no disciplinary process, the 

actions of the staff and the rules that they support, would be seriously undermined. 

Altliough tliis aspect of the "good order of the institution1' is important, this will not be 

esaniincd in  tlic course of this research due to the scope of the study. 

Ths Mission Staternent of the Correctional Service of Canada ( 1997) reads as follows: 

"The Correctional Service of Canada, as part of the criminal justice system and respecting 

the rdc  of law. contnbutcs to the protection of society by actively encouraging and 

mi st mg o ffrnders to become law-abiding citizens. whi le exercising reasonable. safe. 

seciirc and Iiumane control." Part of the strategy that the CSC indicates i t  will use to 

eiisurc sccuri ty and safety is by managing the offender population more effectively. The 

end result of tliis focus on safety and secunty within the institution is to decrease violent 

incidents in institutions and to increase staff confidence. DS is viewed as a disciplinary 

tool that encourages inmates to conduct themselves in a mannrr that promotes the good 

ordrr of the institution and fosters a positive correctional environment, conducive to 

rehabilitation and behavior change. As serious incidents present a major threat to the 

order of the institution. the sanction of disciplinary segregation is an important pan of the 

disciplinary process(Correctional Service of Canada, 1 997). 

As earlier stated, DS is also expected to contribute to the rehabilitation of inmates by 

allowing and assisting them to demonstrate their efforts to becorne law-abidin!: citizens 



and successfully retum (or reintegrate), back into the community at large. It is a key 

pnority for the CSC io ensure the timely. sale and effective reintegration of offenden 

back into the community (Solicitor General, 1998). Reintegration is a general term that 

describes the process by which an inmate gndually cascades in secunty by demonstrating 

positive behavior and subsequently safely returns to the community. The transfer to a 

Iessrr sccurity insti turion. or the recommendation of an offender for a conditional release 

siicli 3s  day or full parole. cornes as a result of the offender participating in progamming 

to addrcss his needs. gaining insight into his criminal offendinp. and by displaying 

appropriate beliaiior. Basically. rcintegration is a term for rehabilitating offenders and 

prepüring them for a safe retum to the community. 

Not 0014 is DS expected to contribute to a positive correctional environment 

cond~icivé to rehabilitation, but the use of DS should also establish behavioral 

cspectations for thc inmate. promoting responsibility and accountability. Related to siich. 

DS lias potential impact with regards to current reintegration initiatives and the 

correctional planning process (Correctional Service of Canada, 1997). An important part 

of this process of retum to the community is the behavior that the offender demonstrates 

in the institution. If the use of DS results in an institution in which offenders are lcss 

likely to exhibit nile-breaking behavior, this assists in the retum of offenders to the 

community. as well as the "good order" of the institution. 

Unruly and unmanageable offenders not only do not usually benefit from 

progamming and related reintegration initiatives. but instead. put the process at nsk for 



staff and other offenders trying to facilitate positive changes in behavior. Appropriate 

programming and rneaningfùl star-offender interaction is less likely to take place in a 

disruptive institution or in a correctional environmeni in which staff or offenders fear for 

thcir safety. Although the purpose of this research is not to examine reintegration. in this 

context i t  is secn how the inmate disciplinary process. particularly the sanction of DS. is 

(in essential part of behavioral moditication. Siibsequently. research has not been donc 

whicti substantiates tliat the use of DS positivcly impacts on an offender's attempts to 

dcnionstrate law-abiding behavior. 

Disciplinary convictions (suc h as thosc resulting in a sanction of disciplinary 

seyregntion) play an important rolc in thc process of security classi fying an offender. In 

ordsr to assign an o\,erall security classification rating to an offender. he is asscssrd in 

three different areas. The tliree arcas are Institutional Adjustment Concems. Probability 

of Escape. and Public Safety Concems. In the area of Institutional Adjustrnent Concems. 

a rating of high, moderate. or low is assigned on the basis of a review and assessment of 

violent incidents committed within the institution. Disciplinary convictions (nature. 

circumstancc. and pattem). evidence of a continuation of criminal activities within the 

institution, behavior and program participation (including whether the subject has a 

disniptive effect on the "good order" of the institution), and administrative intenentions 

(pattern of disruptive behavior, history of transfers to higher security, placement in 

segregation because of disruptive behavior, and history of transfers or admissions to 

administrative segregation for protection reasons) are al1 considered (Correctional Service 

of Canada, 1998). 



The area of Institutional Adjustment is directly related to the disciplinary process. 

Institutional charges, actions resulting in disciplinary sanctions, or sanctions of 

disciplinary segregation. al1 reflect negatively on an inmate's rating in this area. In effect. 

i t  is difficult for an offender to reintegrate successfully into the comrnunity. (receive a 

positive recommcndation from his Parole Officer and Case Management Tearn (CMT) for 

a rctiim to the cornmunity). if he is displaying ongoing negative. mie-breaking behavior 

in the institution. An offender cannot be placcd in a minimum-security institution unless a 

raiing 3 F  low is received in al1 three arcas of assessrnent. In the rvent of a requested 

transkr to a lesser security institution, the decision-maker will not look favorably on an 

i nmate displayin$ behavioral problerns within the institution. Fianagan ( 1 953) reported 

tliat an offender's rnisconciuct record is of considerable importance to correctional 

dccision-makcrs. tnstitritional behavior records are also available to the Parole Board for 

considerat ion in relcase suitability determinat ion (Flanagan, 1 983). Li terature also 

indicatrs that discipline can have a positive effect on an offender's ability to succced aRer 

release from incarceration. Evard ( 197 1 ) States that most younger offenders actually have 

an uncoiiscious desire to be disciplined. According io Evard, if this unconscious desire is 

not satisfied, the individual will continue to be deiinquent, test limits, will not learn a 

lesson. and will purposely continue to offend against society with acts of deviant behavior 

(Astone, 1982). 

The disciplinary process is important in that it attempts to be corrective and contribute 

to the rehabilitation of the inrnate by allowing him to demonstrate his efforts to become a 

law-abiding citizen. Being at the restrictive end of the disciplinary process spectrum, DS 



functions as the "fast chance" function of this process. As discipline is to be progressive 

in the degree of action taken, DS is the O ften the last attempt to correct behavior pnor to a 

transfer io a more structured, higher security institution. For example, a transfer from a 

niedium to a maximum-security institution moves the iiirnate farther Rom the goal of a 

success fiil rei ntegntion to the community. An offender's disci plinary infraction record 

has also been identiftell as a predictor of post release recidivism risk (Flanagan. 1953). 

Tlic rationale behind this view is that an offendcr who displays problematic behavior in 

thc ins~itution is more likely to demonstrate an increascd risk for problernatic behavior 

oncc released to the community. 

The qucstion ihat may therefore be askcd is whether an offender's disciplinary 

irifiactioii record is just a record of how close or how far an offender is from being ready 

for parole. If this is the case. why use the discipline at d l ?  Instead. the best course of 

action may be to just record the infraction. In this writer's view. this is missing the point 

of the justification of the use of discipline measures. It is not intended to be used as a 

predictor of behavioral recidivism. (although it mipht well be). but instead is to act as a 

deterrent to negaiive behavior and lead to positive behavioral change. DS. or any another 

disciplinary sanction for that matter, is just one aspect that the decision-rnaker (Le.. the 

Conectional Service of Canada or the National Parole Board) looks at pnor to making a 

decision regarding release. in addition to other issues such as program participation, 

release planning, risk assessment. etc., disciplinary sanctions (and the charges which led 

to them), are viewed as reflective of institutional behavior. 



Finally, the Report on the Provisions and Operations of the Corrections and 

Conditional Release Act (1988), indicates that the implementation of law regarding 

inmate discipline in the CSC appears to have been consistent with legislative intent. The 

Report indicates that, for the most part, inmate discipline has respected procedural 

himess and cornpliance with the law. 

Litcrature Rwiew Summaq 

In stirniiiary. a review of the litcraturc related to this research topic has revealed that 

iliere is very little literature related specifically to the use of DS. As a result. litenture 

spcci tic to otlier related areas was relird upon (Le.. administrative segrqation and a few 

issiies rclüted to solitary coiifinement). This alone suggests to this writer that this element 

o i  thc disciplinary process requires further research and undcrstanding. Although 

;dwcates o r  the use of DS rnay a r y e  the benetits of the deterrent effects of DS, there is 

rcally no research to support this effect one way or the other. As the difficulties associated 

wiili atternpting to dctermine a cause and effect relationship in the field of deterrence 

have bcen noted, a genenl exploratory approach to indicating whether the use of DS is 

related to an increase or decrease in problematic behavior would still be a useful start in 

the right direction. Although this would only be a start. a lack of insight into the 

elfrctiveness of DS makes it tough to justify keeping it as a sanction piven ail the 

nrgative aspects of administrative segregation and solitary confinement that were 

previously noted. h light of a11 the contradictory evidence, the Task Force Report on 

Administrative Segregation (1997) still states that the empirically based studies do not 

"...svaluate what today's segregation reality entaiis, and as a result is dificult to 



generalize." Yet, the Task Force is committed to the position that administrative 

segregation is harmful to inmates' mental health and social functioning (Correctional 

Service of Canada, 1997). Even if the use of DS was shown to be somehow generally 

relatcd to a decrease in  problernatic institutional behavior. specific issues would need to 

bc fiinhcr cxplored. For example. is the CSC effectively utilizing DS or is it being 

iiiisi~scd? Docs the iise of DS worsen behavior. interfere with positive development of 

ccrtüin groiips of offenders. or is i ts ilse dangerous to mental heülth or social functioning? 

The bottom linc on the literature review. (and the primary motivation for undertaking 

ihis rcscarcli). is tint despite potential negative consequences. the CSC is utiiizing a 

discipliiiiiry tool on which there is an absence of litsrature to support that it is even linked 

to thc desircd piirpose and achievcmrnt of objectives for which it kvas implemented. 

Therti nceds to be somc basic rescarch or theoretical justification for its use. Qualitative 

research. ( which is also absent on this topic). would also likely assist in shedding light on 

the pros and cons associated with utilizing DS as part of the inmate disciplinary process. 



CHAPTER 3 - METHOD 

Introduction 

As previously stated. the research is primarily concerneci about the use of Disciplinary 

Srgrqation at Stony Mountain Institution, Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and Drurnhelier 

Iiistitution. As tlicrc is little in the way of reçearch dealing with the topic of DS. the 

rrscarcli lias hceii broken down into three general areas of questioning. The first of the 

tlirer catcgories centers around the question of who is receiving DS. The second major 

arca of inquiry deals with why and how DS is being iitilized as part of the inrnate 

tiisciplinary process. Thirdly. this study intends to take a preliminary look at the effect. if 

an).. h i i t  CS hüs on offei~drrs who have served a term of this sanction. 

Tlic first p w a l  area. dealin% with who is receiving sanctions of DS, i s  intended to 

assist in creating a pncral characier profile of which types of offenders receive and senrr 

sanctions of DS. It  is currently unknown if there is a speci Ac offender profile that is more 

likely to receive and serve a sanction or sanctions of DS than any of the other offenden 

incarcerated in the general populations of the institutions. Specific variabies examineci in 

the contest of this rrsearch inciude the age of the offender's who have received a sanction 

of DS between 1997-01-01 and 98-12-31 at SMI. Saskatchewan Penitentiarv, or 

Dnimheiler Institution. Also exarnined is the total Iength of the sentence for which the 

offenders are incarcerated. whether or not the offenders tend to be identified as gang 

members or affiliates. and whether they are Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal. An explmation 

of these variables and the reason why these particular vanables were chosen out of 



numerous other possible characteristics will be further explained later in this research 

paper. 

The second general area of questioning with which this research is concemed relates to 

why and how DS is being used. Specifically, this research will attempt to detennine what 

particular serious institutional oifences result in a sanction of DS being served by the 

oklènder. Exactly how the sanction is used will also be rxamined. Whether a sanction of 

DS is irnposed on its own. or whether it is imposed with another disciplinary sanction 

such as a loss of privileges (tg.. television. radio, etc.) or a fine will also be explored. 

Another question regarding the mechanics of how DS is being used deals with the actual 

lcngth of the DS sanction that is imposed. The second pan to this line of questioning 

deals with the administration of the imposed sentence and whether or not offenders are 

srrving the full sentences that have bren imposed by the Independent Chairperson of 

institutional Court. 

The final area that this research intends to explore deals with questions surrounding 

the effect that the DS sanctions are having on the behavior of the offenden that have 

semeci them. Given the lack of research to date, it is important to try and determine if DS 

is a disciplinary tool that has a positive effect on offender behavior, has little or no effect 

nt ail, or is actually contributing to a wonening of oifender behavior. The central question 

is whether or not the use of DS is assisting in furthering the objectives of the inmate 

disciplinary process as measured by institutional offence recidivism rates of those 

offenders who were directed to serve a sanction of DS. If DS was found to be related to a 



decrease in institutional offending behavior, one might argue that it is assisting to 

encourage offenders to conduct themselves in a manner that promotes the good order of 

SMI, Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and Drumheller Institutions. therefore fostering positive 

correctional environments, and in assisting in the rehabilitation of offenders ai these 

institutions by helping thern to demonstrate their efforts to becorne law-abiding citizens 

(Correctional Service of Canada, 1 997). Is DS establishing behavionl expectations. as 

evidenccd by a decrease in negative O flender behavior'? An insti tutional environment that 

is wcll-ordcred. is positive, and is suitable for the practice of pro-social behavior leaming, 

is not easil y obtainablr in an environment replete with lawlessness and rule-breaking 

beliavior. Although negative behavior is unfort~inately common to a certain extent in al1 

CSC institutions. keeping this behavior to an acceptable minimum is an important 

objective for al1 institutions and their staff. This research does not attempt to establish any 

direct correiation between the use of DS and its measurable impact on the order of the 

institiition. staff. or offender perception of whether the environment is positive or 

ncgative. or whether there is a correlation between the use of DS and attempts to 

rcintegrate offenden. The question posed, and which may lead to the understanding that 

funher researcli may be required. is whether or not the use of DS at SMI, Saskatchewan 

Penitentiary, and Drumheller Institutions results in. or is related to, an increase or 

decrease in negative, institutional offending behavior as shown by an increase or decrease 

in the number of institutional offences received by offenders who have sewed sanctions 

of DS. 



ARer DS ternis have been documented, follow-ups of offender behavior will be 

studied for any apparent trends. These increases or decreases in institutional offending 

behavior will be looked at in conjunction with certain select variables to see if DS is 

having an effcct on behaviors in correlation with certain offender traits or characteristics. 

Setting & Scope 

S hl 1. Saskatchewan Penitentiary. and Dnimheller institution are al l medium security 

pcnitentiaries in the Prairie Region whic h incarcerate approximatel y between 400 and 600 

offenders in each institution. The physical setting of the three institutions are similar. as 

arc the wiiy they are run, the offender programming resoiirces that are available. and the 

c haracterist ics of their inmate populations. Due to their regional proximity. population 

issues siic ti as growing institutional gang problems are similar in the facilities (especially 

Sb11 and Saskatchewan Penitentiary). The penitentiaries operate on a unit management 

rnodel. Each unit is comprised of rows of cells calied rangs. ..\ sepante unit contains the 

ranges hic h are utilized for dissociated inmates (e.g., maximum-security offenders and 

for DS cases). 

Al t hough the research is exploratory in nature. di fferences in variables between the 

three institutions, such as the physical settings, the dynamics of the offender populations, 

the use of DS and the offender disciplinary system in iiself, are somewhat minimized. 

Marked differences in such things such as physical setting and offender population 

profiles at other institutions in the Prairie Region and in other regions, makes it 

increasingly more implausible to generalize results fiom one institution to the next. 



Research Design 

This research aims to assist in building a foundation of general ideas and tentative 

theories that can lead to further, more rigorous exploration in the future. The intent of this 

research is not to produce statistically signi ficant data or conclusive results. 

blethodologically. an exploratory rcsearch design will be utilized. The speci fic 

cxploratory research design to be utilized is the Longitudinal Case Study Design. (also 

refc.rred to as a panel. cohort, developmental. or dynamic case study) (GrinneIl 81 

LVilliams. 1990). The objective of the research is to know whether the sanction of DS is 

correlated with an increase or decrease in negative offender beliavior resulting in 

institutional offences. The reason that the Longitudinal Case Study Design was selected 

as opposed to a One-Group Posttest Only Design was that it would be more usefiil in 

char thg offender behavior before and after the sanction of DS (the effectiveness of the 

independent variable over time) (G rinnell & Williams, 1990). 

Studv Sarnplc/Samplc Selection 

Ini t i d  ly. the research proposa1 for this study indicated that only offenders having 

sened sanctions of DS between 1997-01-01 and 1998-12-31 at Stony Mountain 

Institution would be studied. Although there were concems with the potential sample 

size. it was thought that focusing on the DS population of one institution might assist in 

dccreasing the number of uncontrolled variables that might have an effect on the DS 

population of one institution and not another. As will be discussed in detail later on in the 

part of this paper on research limitations, variables such as staff direction on how to 

handle certain behavior problems and offences, and the prevalence of a certain type of 



offender profile in one institution as opposed to another, are two basic examples of such. 

It was also decided not to expand the sampie size by looking at cases prior to 1997-01-01 

for a couple of reasons. It was thought that going back retroactively pnor to this date 

would also introduce additional uncontrolled variables into the study. The Correctional 

Senice of Canada is constantly undcrgoing change. as do its individual institutions which 

comprise it. A n~ultitude of variables such as chanyes in ideology. advances in 

prograniniing. and cven the evolution of policy and how DS itsclf is utilizcd are ail 

potential uncontrolled variables. It was thought to be in the best interest of the rescarch 

and lis validity for current application to put a limitation on how far retroactive the study 

woiild go. Another factor in the establishing the timeframe for which study siibjects could 

be drawn dcals with the Offender Management recording processes. It was the opinion of 

this writcr that Institutional Coun records ptior to 1997 were poorly kept in cornparison 

to niorc recent entries. Recent entries appear more uniform in content from institution to 

institution. making ii casier to rnaintain consistency in the retroactive retriewl and 

recording of data. In the spirit of full compliance with the law, recent legal obligations 

rcgarding the segregation of offenders (cg.,  recomrnendations stemrning from the 1997 

Task Force Report on Segregation) have resulted in drastically improved recording to 

ensure that the rights of offenders and the legal obligations of institutions are being met 

and adhered to. 

Due in part to the srnaIl initial sample size that was generated kom SMI. it was finally 

decided that offenders having served tems of DS in the selected time period would be 

chosen From SiMI, Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and Dmmheller institution. These tluee 



institutions were chosen for their physical sirniliirities, as well as offender population 

make-up and characteristics, as was previously indicated. Al1 three institutions are 

medium security institutions situated in the Prairie Region (one representative lrom each 

province). 

The research subjects from the three institutions were drawn from the Offcnder 

blanngement System (OMS). OMS is an electronic information database that contains 

inforn~ation on ail federal offenders under warrant. Each individual institution, 

cornmi~niiy correctional centre, and parole office has a scparate "node", or portion of the 

database, where information on a particiilar offender under the supervision of that facility 

is kcpt. OMS is extremely cornprehensive and contains information frorn al1 aspects of 

thc offender's dealings with the criminal justice system. All information related to the 

administration of the offender's sentence, from the commission of an offence until 

Warrant Expiry. is contained within this system. The information on the cases studied for 

purposes of this research is largely found in a small portion of the OMS database that 

deals with institutional offences and punishments. 

The sample population represents 100% of the offenders from SMI. Saskatchewan 

Penitentiary. and Drumheller Institution who have served a sanction of DS between 1997- 

0 1-0 1 and 1998- 12-3 1. A query report, called an Offence and Punishment Report. was 

created for all three institutions that gave a list of every institutiond offence, whether or 

not the offender was found guilty, and if so, the resulting sanction. A list of every 

offender who was given a term of DS by the independent Chairperson of institutional 



Court was then created from this report. This list waç then cross-referenced with another 

OMS screen that would verify whether or not the sanction was served as it was imposed, 

or i f  it was srrved at all. The end result of this process was a sample size that consisted of 

67 cases. SM1 accounted for 27 of the cases, Saskatchewan Penitentiary for 15, and 

Drumheller Institution for 25 cases. 

The choice of iiiiit of analysis \vas not arbitrary. but determined by the nature of the 

intervention. Inmates dcrnonstrating behavior that was judgd to have advenely affected 

thc good ordcr of the institution and evoked DS as part of the inmate disciplinary process 

([lie intemntion). determined the unit of analysis for that given penod of time. Subject 

sclcction was based on three general criteria. The subject has demonstrateci disrupiive 

institutional behavior resulting in an institutional conviction for a serious offence. and 

that placement in segregation has been deemed by the Institutional Court process as the 

only inten-ention by which to control such behavior. Thirdly, the offender had to have 

actually served at least a portion of the DS sanction awarded. 

Regarding ethics swrounding sample selection, the identities of al1 subjects have been 

kept confidential, (both names and FPS numbers). As a11 the necessary information was 

gathered from each case, it was placed on a table later used to manipulate the data. The 

data from al1 60 cases was entered. but none of the data on any of the cases was linked to 

or identi fied by an FPS nurnber or name- As the focus of the research is to discover more 

about DS and whether or not it is meeting its policy objectives, individual persona1 

cliaracteristics or attributes which might be used to identify specific offenders were not 



required. The offenders in question were not required to participate in any type of 

intervention for research purposes. and there were no rewards or incentives, nor 

punishments or reprisais, as a result of this research. 

Variables 

Variables were chosen with the three main research questions in mind. As previously 

iiidicated. the first general area of research attempts to identif) who is receiving sanctions 

of DS. The research was intended to detemine if there was any offender characteristic or 

trait. (in addition to poor institutional behavior). that would indicate an increased 

likclihood or predisposition that an offender would serve a DS sanction. The variables 

thnt were choscn to be examined in isolation of other variables were the ages of the 

olfcndsrs in the sarnple ai the time of their having had a sanction of DS imposed. the 

lrngth of ilieir current prison sentence. whether or not the offender has been identi ficd as 

a gang member or gang member associate, and the offender's race as identified as Native 

or non-Native. 

O ffender Age 

As was previously indicated, the Minister's Message (Correctional Service of Canada. 

1988) indicated that successfiil justice initiatives to deal with low-nsk, nonviolent 

offenders have resulted in an increase in high-risk, violent offenders. This, coupled with 

increasingly younger offenders who disregard authonty in the institutions, has resulted in 

an increase in institutional offences and problematic behavior. As such, age was a 

variable that was isolated in this research on DS. An over representation of younger 



offenders serving sanctions of DS may further serve to substantiate the opinion that 

youngrr offenders are becoming increasingly problematic with regards to institutional 

behavior. I f  this research were to indicate such a trend, it may be indicative o h  need for 

further study in this area to further determine the exact nature of the problem, uncover 

riiiy iinderlying issues, and to devise an effective means of working with these younger 

O ffendcrs. 

The variable of aye was initially coded into seven categories. Thc catcgories were 20 

ycars or less. 2 1 to 30 years ofage, 3 1 to J O  years of age, 41 to 50 years of age, 5 1 to 60 

years of age. 6 1 to 70 years of age, and 7 1 years of age and older. For certain statistical 

tests. the niimber of categories for the variable of age were collapsed due to the 

sparseness of data. This will be discussed later on in the Findings and Discussion section 

as is applicable. The age categories were broken down as such because available age 

statistics for the three institutions were broken down in a simiIar manner. 

Total Length of Incarceration 

The total length of incarceration, or the offender's sentence as imposed by the couns, 

\vas recorded for every subject in the study sample. Although research was not found to 

support this informal hypothesis, it is a cornmonly shared opinion amongst institution 

staff that offenders who are serving longer sentences of incarceration, (cg., Life and 

Indeterminate Sentences, sentences in excess of 10 years), jenerally tend to be better 

behaved inmates. For example, one particular range of cells in SM1 is known as the 

"Lifer's Range" because of the large number of "Lifers" that are housed on it. The 



reptation that this range has, or a cornmon consensus amongst staff, is that this range is 

generally quieter than the other ranges in the institution due to the stabilizing effect of 

these offenders who are serving lengthy ternis of incarceration. Several staff informally 

indicated to this wnter that the rationale behind this theory is that offenders serving 

lengthy sentences dcsire stability and a calm institutional atmosphere. It is speculated that 

because they are livinp in the institution for a lonser period of time. they liavc a more 

xsted interesi in the long-terni stability of the institution. Conversely. i t was speculated 

to this writcr tliat offenders serving shorter periods of incarceration do not have a similar 

long-term vestcd interest in the atmosphere and stability of the institution. Offenden 

sen-ing short sentences know that they will be released from the institution soon anyway. 

and tliat thcy oftcn see incarceration as more of a temporary inconvenience or an 

environriient in which to prove themselves to negative peers or to biiild a rrpiitation. 

Should this speciilative theorizing be true. i t  would siand to reason that a review of DS 

should reveal proportionately fewer offenders serving long sentences of incarceration as 

opposcd io offenden who are serving shorter sentences. In 1995-96. 76% of al1 federal 

offender admissions were senienced to serve sentences of less than 5 yean. Sixteen 

percent were to seme between 5 and 10 years, while three percent were io serve over 10 

years. Four percent of admissions were those offenders given life sentences (Solicitor 

General, 1988). 

The variable of length of incarcention was arbitrarily coded into five ratio goupings. 

The first category is for offenders serving sentences of 2 to 4 years. (It  should be noted 



that any court imposed sentence less than two years is a provincial sentence and therefore 

the individual would be incarcerated in a provincial institution). The remaining categories 

for this variable are 4 to 6 yean, 6 to 8 yean. 8 to 10 yean. and 10 yean and pa t e r .  

Gang Aftlliation 

At present. one of the largcst growing areas of concem relateci to institutional behavior 

is offcnder gang involvement. Approximately five percent of CSC's inmates are involvcd 

in gangs. Despite this seemingly low relative number. it is the opinion of the CSC that the 

organi~cd nature of gangs is believed to pose a serious threat to the safe, secure. and 

orderiy and cfficicnt management of institutional operations (Correctional Ssnicc of 

Canada. 199S. 1996). As is considered the case with participation in illegal activities in 

society as a whole. involvenient iti  mle infractions within prisons is not nomally evcnly 

distributcd among prisoners. Rather. srnall segments of the inmate population are 

disproportionately represented in records of disciplinary activity (Flanagan. 1983). In 

view of the large niimbers of gang members and gang member associates who have been 

identified as being incarcerated within the Prairie Region (approximately 500 at the timr 

of the writing of this report). this research is intended to identify whether or not gang 

members appear to be disproportionately represented as offpnders who serve sanctions of 

DS ai the three institutions in question. A disproportionate number of gang memben 

receiving sanctions of DS for poor institutional behavior mijht indicate a need for the 

study and developrnent of initiatives to influence the behavior of gang rnembers, or to try 

and assist individuals to leave the gangs and their negative behavioral influence. 



O ffender Race 

The CCRA recognizes the unique circumstances and special needs of Abonginai 

offenders. The Act requires the Correctional Service of Canada to ensure that policies and 

programs are developed which are sensitive to these circumstances and needs. It is a gross 

unders tatement to report that Aboriginal people are over-represented in federal 

corrections (or in the criminal justice system as a whole for that matter). They 

conipromise iipproximately 3% of Canada's population. yet on March 31. 1997. they 

accoiinted for about 11% (2,900) of the total fedenl offender population (23.200 in the 

institutions and the community). and 15% of the incarcerated population (Solicitor 

General. 199s). It is also important to note that there are significant regiorial variations in 

the numbcr and proportion of Abonginal offcnders. The Pniric Region. (which the three 

institutions in this research are a part of). is cstimated to contain 64% of the nation's 

Aboriginal o ffender population (Solicitor General, 1 998)(Motiuk 8; Nafikh. 1999). Ln the 

face of the serious cliallenges surrounding Aboriginal involvement in federal corrections. 

the C C U ,  the National Parole Board, and the Correctional Service of Canada have 

developed numerous initiatives. 

In view of the long-standing concems about Aboriginal involvement in the criminal 

justice system, the issue of Aboriginal involvement in the inmate disciplinary system, 

(specifically with regards to the use of DS), also merits special attention. According to the 

Solicitor General's 1998 Report on the Provisions and Operations of the Corrections and 

Conditional Release Act, Aboriginal offenders, on average nationally, have a 4% higher 

conviction rate (83% to 79%) for serious institutional charges than non-Aboriginal 



offenders. The research question that this invites is a determination of whether or not 

Aboriginal offenders who have received a sanction(s) of DS over the penod of the study 

appcar to be over-represented in the sarnple population of offenders from SMI, 

Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and Dnimheller Institution. If the current research were to 

indicatc tliat indeed Aboriginal O Ffenders are over-represented in the DS samplc. (as 

rnirrorcd by their over-representation in many other criminal justice areas). further 

rescarch into the problem would be recomniended. Although there are many deficit areas 

in thc criminal justice system and the correctional service dealing with Aboriginal 

offenders (i.c.. sentencing, conditional releases. detentions until warrant expiry. to narne 

but a kw). DS is a very important topic as it is considered a restrictive punishment that 

deals with basic human rights. and of which the consequences and effects on offenders 

yet rcmain iinclear. 

An over-representation of Aboriginal offenders also leads to other tough qiiestions. 

Woiild tliis be an indicator of behavior problems belying Abonginal offenders in the 

correctional system. of possible prejudicial attitudes towards Aboriginal offenders. or is 

the systcm simply relying too heavily on the rnainstream inmate disciplinary process 

while neglecting to iniplernent alternative or more culturally appropriate means of 

beliavior modification? The process of identification of an offender as an Aboriginal 

relies on sel F-reported data collected at the time of intake assessrnent (a period of data 

collection which takes place shonly aAer the time of admission into the penitentiary). 



In addition to attempting to determine a profile of the offenders who are receiving 

sanctions of DS. variables were also chosen for study that would assist in detennining 

why DS is being used (for what particular behaviors), and how it is being used. in 

addition to the variables of offender ase. total length of incarceration, gang involvement. 

and offender race. the nature of the offence for which the subjects serve a sanction of DS. 

whcthcr or not an additional sanction is imposed with DS. the length of the sanction 

iniposed by the Independent Chairperson. and the amount of the DS sanction actually 

sen-cd will also be examined. 

Srinctioned Offence 

The actiial offences which result in sanction(s) of DS for the research subjects is an 

obvious important variable. On a simple note, this variable assists in furthein= an 

undcrstanding of DS by indicating what behaviors and resulting institutional offenccs 

rcsult in its use. In addition to this. a positive correlation between sanctions of DS and 

specific types of offences might indicate the need for additional research or initiatives to 

deal witli the seemingly problematic behaviors. It has been suggested that the type of acts 

siibject to discipline in a particular institution are a function of the purpose of that 

institution's disciplinary system (Harvard Centre b r  Criminal Justice, 1972). Should 

sanctions of DS be disproportionately imposed for a particular type of institutional 

offence. this may indicate a particular area of concem for management and staff at the 

three institutions in question. 



The 10 offence categories are as listed as follows: FailslRefuses Urinalysis; 

D isrespec t ful/Abusive To StaE'c Takes Intoxicant into Body; Fights/Assaults/Threatens; 

Possesses/Deals in Contraband; Disobeys Order; Possesses Unauthorized Item; 

CreatcsiParticipates to Jeopardize Security; Disobeys Written Rule; and Multiple 

Ofknces. These offences covered al1 serious institutional offences that resulted in DS 

sanctions at the three institutions over the period of the time of the research. 

t riiposcd Addi tional Sanction 

Information on whether or not an additional sanction was imposed with the sanction of 

DS \vas also estractcd from the Offender Managen~ent System. Although DS is reputed 

to 'oc. lit tlic rnost restrictive and intrusive end of the disciplinary process. the lndependent 

Cliairperson still has the option of imposing more than one sanction on an offender found 

giiilty of a disciplinary offence. In addition to the DS sanction, the Independent 

Cliairperson can also impose a waming or reprimand. a loss of privileges. an order to 

make restitution, a fine. or the performance of extra duties. For purposes of this research, 

it  u.as recorded whether or not any one of these additional sanctions were imposed in 

conjiinction with the DS sanction. 

Length of DS Sanction Imposed 

Upon being found guilty of a senous institutional offence in institutional Court. the 

Independent Chairperson can impose a sanction of DS that cm be as short as one day or 

as long as 30. ShouId an offender receive additional consecutive sanctions of DS for 

additional charges. he can oniy serve a maximum of 45 consecutive days, and then must 



be released from DS. If an offender is segregated at the discretion of the Institutional 

Head until the offender's case can be brought before the Institutional Court, the 

Independent Chairperson might indicate that the time already served while being held in 

segregation may bc sanction enough. In this case. the DS sanction is lrom the time of 

initial segregation (even if pnor to institutional court). until the release date irnposed by 

thc Independent Chairperson. 

r\ltlioiiyli the variable sanction imposed was originally coded into seven categories. 

[lie saitiple sizc and the resulting sparseness of data for certain statistical tests necessitated 

ihnt fewer cateyories be utilized. The categories were therefore 1 to 10 days. I I to 20 

clays. 2 I to 30 dsys. and 3 1 days and greater. Further col laps in^ of thcse catcgories were 

iitilized tor certain tests and will be discussed furthcr as applicable. 

Length of DS Sanction Sented 

Although DS sanctions imposed can run anywhere from a day to 45 days. offenders do 

not autornatically serve the imposed sanction in its entirety. "Length of DS sanction 

served" is a variable which looks at how much of the imposed DS sanction that the 

offender actiially serves. Some offenders are given a sanction and never actually serve 

any of it. For purposes of this research, it should be noted that only offenders who have 

had a sanction imposed and serve a portion of it are included. What this means is that the 

offender must actually be physically placed in segesation. It is also a fairly cornmon 

practice that an offender rnay be given DS as a suspended sentence. If the offeender meets 



behavioral expectations for a given period of time, he is not expected to serve the DS 

sanction. 

There are a number of reasons why an offender given a sanction of DS may serve only 

part of the imposed sanction. or none of it at al1 for that rnatter (and this is not taking into 

account suspended sentences). A senior custody officer infomed this writer that space in 

ridniinistrativc scgregatioti is often a problern. Due to the fact that DS cases are housed 

scparatsly Iiom an institution's general population. (usiially with niaximiim security 

offenders traitmg transfer or court appearances or administrative segregation cases). ce11 

spücr niüy be unavailable. Due to the fact that it is a legal requirement that an institution 

docs not house offenders of a higher security level in its general population, (i.e.. a 

niasiniuni security offender cannot be incarcerated in a general population of medium 

securi ty O ffenders). i t is a higher priority to utilize designated ceIl space for these types of 

cases tlian to use it to administer a punishmcnt to an offender. Also of a higlier pnority 

arc offendcrs that are segegated administratively. As opposed io a punitive measure. 

adniiiiistrative segregation involves the removal of an inmate from the genenl inmate 

population on a voluntary or involuntary basis for the inmate's own safety, for the safety 

of others, or for the secure operation of the institution. If ce11 space is available beyond 

what is being utilized to house these types of high priotity cases, then offenden will be 

made to serve their DS sanctions. 

There are other reasons which rnay result in an offender not senring the full DS 

sanction as imposed by the Independent Chairperson. It is possible that an offender may 



receive a DS sanction at or near a release date. The offender will not be made to serve a 

DS sentence or the rernainder of a DS sentence if being released on Statutory Release, 

Warrant Expiry Date, or some other conditional release such as Day Parole or Full Parole. 

In other instances. a transfer to another institution may make it unfeasible for the offender 

to serve the imposed sanction. Also. i t  is the discretion of the Institutional Head to cut 

short a sanction of DS in order that an offender may take part in institutional 

programming. For example, if an offender has had a number of DS sanctions imposed for 

aggrcssivt. and angry ooutbursts. each having littlr apparent effect on behavior, it rnight be 

more appropriate for the institutional head to release the offender from DS to participate 

in an Anger Management Program. rathcr than let the individual sit and serve a sanction 

of DS. 

Tlic coding for the variable "length of the DS sanction served" is the same as that of  

the variable "length of the DS sanction imposed". Similarly, the sample size and the 

resulting sparseness of data for certain statistical tests also necessitated that fewer than the 

originally planned seven categories be utilized. Further collapsing of these categories 

were utilized For certain tests and will be discussed funher at the applicable time. 

In order to bettrr explore questions related to why and how DS is being used, some of 

the variables listed above were looked at in conjunction with one another. The variable 

"length of DS sanction imposed" was looked at in conjunction with the variables of 

"imposed additional sanction", "offender race". "gang affiliation", "offender age", and 

the "sanctioned offence" (the offence for which the DS sanction \vas served). in this way. 



the research is able to examine whether there is a relationship between the sanction that is 

imposed, and whether or not it is given with an additional sanction. For example, do 

shorter imposed sanctions tend to be more or less likely to receive an additional sanction 

ori top of the imposition of DS? Are the variables of offender race. gang affiliation. or 

offender age. related to the length of the DS sanction that is imposed? Do certain offences 

seeni to be penalized more harshly with longer DS sentences than do other offences? 

Simiiar questions arc asked in the cross-referencins the length of the DS sanction 

scncd with the variables of imposed additional sanctions. offender race, gang affiliation. 

o Kender age. and the sanct ioned O ffence. Also, the sanct ioned O ffence that resulted in the 

sen-irig of a DS sanction was cross-referenced with the variables of imposed additional 

sanctions. offencler race. gang affiliation. and offender age. In this way. it is able to be 

examined whether a specific type of offence resulting in a DS sanction is more or less 

likcly to receive a longer or shorter sentence. Also, docs research data on an offender's 

age, gang. or race indicate a predisposition to certain types of offences? 

The final area of questioning undertaken in the course of this research is to detemine 

what efkct a sanction of DS has on offender behavior. Four variabLes were used to 

longitudinally track and retroactiveiy record an offender's behavior 90 days pnor to the 

commencement of his serving a term of DS, and 90 days aRer the completion of the DS 

term. Using institutional offences, it c m  be explored whether or not the sanction of DS 

has appeared to positively effect behavior (as indicated by a decrease in institutional 

charze convictions), have a negative effect on offender behavior (as indicated by an 



increase in institutional convictions), or appears to have had no discemible effect on 

behavior at all). 

A penod of 90 days was chosen as the duntion of follow-up because this is the length 

of tinic that coincides with the 90-day performance evaluation, that until February of 

1909. was mandated to be completed on every offender. Every 90 days, a Correctional 

Plan Update was completed on every O ffender at SM 1. Saskatchewan Peni tentiary. and 

Druiiihellcr Institution. This Correctional Plan assessrd program participation and 

beliavioral indicators against the program needs and behavioral objectives identified in 

the offender's Correctional Treatment Plan. An offender's progress in relation to the 

ohjcctivcs set out in his Correctional Plan was used to help determine level of pay, the 

si1 bj cc t 's securi ty classi fication. and evçn the granting of conditional releascs. This formai 

rcvicw was completed every 90 days unless extenuating circumstances such as an 

incrcase in risk or a pending release necessitated that it be completed prior to the 90-day 

mark. Althougli this particular report format is no longer utilized, it was the report style 

uscd dunng the period of time of the retroactive case review for purposes of this research. 

In addition. a 90-day review of an inmate's program assignments and pay level is still 

mandatory (Correctional Service of Canada, 19%). In completing the electronic case 

review. it was the intention to assess the effect of DS on the subject's short-term behavior 

using a similar time fiame to that regularly used by institutional staff and administraton. 

In addition, the attrition of subjects due to a release from incarceration was minimal given 

this short tirne Fnme for behavior follow-up. ARer having served a DS sanction, the 



behavior of an offender transferred to another institution was still monitored pre DS and 

post DS using OMS. 

Prc-test for blinor Charges 

This variable is a count of the number of minor institutional convictions that the 

offeiider reccived in the 90 calendar days prier to the commencement of the DS terni. 

Althotigh this rescarch does not attempt to detemine a cause and effect relationship. the 

numbsr of niinor charge convictions prior to the DS sanction was compared to the 

n~iniber of niinor charge convictions afier the term of DS in order to try and recognize 

irnproviny or worsenins patterns of behavior. 

Prc-test for Serious Charges 

Similar to the above explained variable. this variable is a numerical total of the 

nuniber of serioiis charge convictions that the offender was convicted of 90 days pnor to 

the commencement of his serving a term of DS. Once again. serious convictions pnor to 

the offender serving DS are compared to the number of serious convictions afler the 

serving of the sanction. ui this way, it might be possible to recoqize behavionl trends 

that may be partially attnbutable to the eflect of DS on offender behavior. 

Post-test for Minor Charges 

This variable is the number of convictions for minor offences that an offender received 

in the 90-day period following his having served a sanction of DS. As previously 

explained, this numerical variable was compared to the variable of pre-test rates for minor 



convictions to assist in indicating that a change in behavior resulted after the DS sanction. 

Given the exploratory nature of this study and the nurnber of variables that were not able 

to be controlled. care is given not to infer a cause and effect relationship between the 

sanction of DS and any changes in the baseline behavior. 

Post-test for Scrious Charges 

This variable fiinctions largly in the same mariner as the post-test for minor 

convictions variable. cxcept that it is a numerical count of convictions for S ~ ~ O L I S  charses 

iiftcr a DS sanction as opposed to rninor convictions. AI1 four of the categories. (pre-test 

for minor convictions. pre-test for serious convictions. post-test For rninor convictions. 

and post-test for scrious convictions). were coded in the identical manner. The cntegories 

of zero to tïvc were used with zero meaning no charges were incurred. al1 the way to five. 

indicatins five or more charges were incurred. It should be noted that these variables were 

developed for the purpose of this research and are noi standard terms or units of measure 

iitilized by the CSC. 

In order to recognize changes in behavioral patterns and whether or not changes in 

behavior are related to some types of offenders and not in others. total changes (positive 

or negative) in minor charge convictions, senous charge convictions, and a combined 

total convictions. were compared with other variables central to this research. 



Gerieral Methodological Procedure & Instruments Used 

In addition to rneasures of frequency and the cross-tabulation of variables associated 

with the use of DS, the main intent of the research was to use an exploratory research 

design to determine if the use of DS as a disciplinary sanction is correlated with a change 

in  offcndcr behavior as obscrvcd in the form of institutional offence convictions. The 

Lonpitiidinal Case S tiidy Design was utilized. 

Firstly. in order to compile a 100% sarnple of offenders who served a term of 

discipiinary segregation within the period of 97-01-01 to 98-12-3 1, an Offence and 

Piinistinicnt report had to be generated for the threr institutions in question. An Offence 

iiiid Punisliment Report is a qiiery report that is generated from information contained in 

tlic O EScndcr bf anagernent System. For the dates requested, the report generates al1 

i nsti tiitional charges. categorized by infraction type, for offenders charged at thnt 

particular institiition. Lnformation incliided in the report includes the name and particulars 

about the individual offender charged, as well as the offence date. the offence category, 

thc charging ofticer, the hearing date. the court finding, the punishment awarded. and if 

applicable. ptinishments days and punishrnent fines. In addition, offenders who have been 

convicted of a serious charge and have been sentenced to a sanction of DS as a 

punishmeiit. do not necessarily end up serving the sanction as imposed, or even sewing it 

ai dl. Therefore. al1 offenders having been identified in the report as having been given a 

sanction of DS had to be recorded. Then, the Administrative Segregation 

Placement~Admission screen in OMS was used to check which offenders served their 

sanctions. and how long they aciually served. AAer this process was completed for al1 



three institutions, the 100% sarnple size was then known. information including the 

offence, whether or not additional sanctions were imposed, the age of the offender, the 

race of the offcnder, and the total sentence length of  incarceration were also recorded 

from OMS. 

For each o r  the 67 cases. the 90-day pre-test period and the 90-day post test period was 

calculatrd. The pre-test period was calculated by counting back 90 calendar days from the 

offcnder's date of admission to placement in DS. The 90-day post-test penod tws 

detrrmined by counting 90 calendar days fonvard from the date of completion of the DS 

sanction. During this process, an offender information system called RADAR was used to 

dctcrmine uliethcr or not any of the offcnders in the research sample had been absent 

from the institution or out of incarceration for any period of time during the 90 days pre 

or post DS. Behavior white incarcerated is not necessarily a reliable indicator of an 

offender's behavior in the community. WhiIe disciplinary sanctions in an institutional 

settiny may have some carry over effects on behavior in the cornmunity. a direct 

correlation cannot be assumed. As such, pre and post phases were only followed up as 

long as the offender was incarcerated. therefore resulting in pre and posttest periods that 

were not always 90 days in duration. 

Escorted Temporary Absences (ETA) of two consecutive days or less were not 

considered to be an absence fiom the institution for purposes of this research. Escorted 

Temporary Absences are cornmonly used when the offender does not present an undue 

risk to society and it is desirable for the inmate to be absent from the penitentiary, 



escorted by a staff member, For medical, administrative, community service, family 

contact, personal development for rehabilitative purposes, or compassionate reasons. As 

long as nsk is manageable, an offender will be granted approval to be escorted outside the 

institution to go out on a medical ETA or an ETA for compassionate reasons. On a 

niedicd ETA, an offender can receive medical trcatment that is not available within the 

coi~fines of the penitentiary. This ETA is extremely common as any ofinder that requires 

nicdical attention unavailable in the institution is eligible. Due to the fact tliat any 

O ffendcr is elipible For a niedical ETA, regardless of progress or institutional behavior. 

two correctional officers and full restraint equipment is utilized. If an offender mrets the 

critcria for a compassionate ETA. and risk is manageable given a number of different 

rcstraint and escon combinations. an offender is usually permitted to attend the funeral of 

an imniediate family niember. 

The reason that neither of these two most common types of releases are considered an 

absence for the purposes of this research is that they are usually short in duration, and 

both types of releases are escorted. Unlike a parole release, which is far less restrictive. 

offenders on medical and compassionate ETA's are supervised at al1 times. Supervised 

Temponry Absences are also commonly used to send offenders with outstanding charges 

to outside court. Also. consistent with the pre and post follow-up phases of al1 research 

siibjects. if an offender were to display inappropriate behavior during such an Esconed 

Absence. they could be charged by the escorting officer(s), as in rnuch the sarne way that 

they would be  in the institution. Ln addition, for a very small number of cases, a DS 



sanction rnight have been imposed at the end of 1998, but not actually served until 1999. 

These cases would not be included in the current research. 

None of the 67 research cases were absent from the institution during the pre and post 

follou,-up phases (meaning no offenders in the sample werc absent for more than two 

conscciit ive days) . For the small minonty of offenders that were not in the institution the 

iiill O(] days pnor to the irnplementation date o h  DS sanction. or were released pnor to 

hoving completcd the 90-day follow-up pcnod. i t  was ensured that the pre and post 

follow-iip times were of equal duration (using the shorter of the two as the length for 

wliicli to observe offender behavior). In this way. i t  was thought that the consistency of 

rhc data woiild best be cnsured. The research is concerncd with the effect of DS on 

ol'fentlcr betiavior. and not the gnernl effect of DS on the behavior of the prison 

popiilation. With an equal pre and posttest penod, data woiild less likely become skewed. 

For example. consider the hypothetical case of an offender who amasses a large number 

of institutional charges prior to his receiving a sanction of DS. then is released from the 

institution one week after the completion of the DS sanction. If the unequal pre and post 

follow-iip periods were not accounted for, i t  rnight be incorrectly assumed that that DS 

Iiad n positive effect on the offender's behavior, when in elfect he has been absent from 

the institution and therefore that is the reason why he has not incurred any additional 

charges. Conversely, an offender without a full 90-day pre-test period but a full 90-day 

post test period might give the false impression that his behavior has deteriorated after the 

DS sanction should he receive charges in this post-test phase. 



Using OMS, every offender's institutional offence history was reviewed for the pre 

and post behavior periods. Minor and serious convictions were then recorded ont0 a 

SPSS spredsheet along with the other previously mentioned data recorded from OMS. 

The date of the actrial occurrence of the institutional offence (the charge date) was used to 

cletentiine wliether or not the convicted offence was to be included in the pre or post 

follo~v-~ip period. The acrual conviction or sanction date was not used due to the fact that 

a negative institiitional behavior resulting in an offence could occur during the follow-up 

period. but niight not have becn heard in institiitional coun iintil afier the completion of 

ilic 00-day tbllow-up period. 

For the variable of gang membership or gang affiliation. regional spreridsheets listing 

gang iiiernbers \vas used. This is the information utilized and compiled by institutional 

gaiis coordinators and police services. Cornmissioner's Directive 576. Annex A. lists 

specific gang niember criteria and States that only quality information verified by 

knowledgeable members of the criminal justice system must be used to make an 

asscssment. Some examples of criminal gang membership criteria are police information 

as a result of observation. admission of gang membership. a judicial ftnding, or symbolic 

gang identification such as a tattoo (Correctional Service of Canada, 1996). For purposes 

of this research. al1 offenders were cross referenced with these Regional Directories to 

dçtermine whether or not they were identified as gang memben or gang associates. 



AAer al1 the information pertaining to the variables was recorded on the SPSS data 

sheet, statistical tests were conducted and results further exarnined in the Findings and 

Discussion section. 

Resèarch Limitations 

Tlicre are several limitations with regards to the research undenaken. Basically. the 

rescarcli iitilizcd an exploratory design as opposed to one that is explanatory due to the 

numbcr of uncontrolled variables. The intent is that this research will assist in building a 

hindation of gencral ideas and tentative theones regarding the use of DS at SMI, 

Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and Dnimheller Institutions. Ideally, this research will lcad to 

niorc rigorous espcrirnentation in the Future. Unfortunately. this rcsearch will noi prove 

ivith any dcprec of certainty that the use of DS at these institutions has had the desired 

ef ic t  on inmate behavior. Also, although the institutions were chosen Tor iheir regional 

prosiiiii ty and similarities. di fferences in institutions and dynamics related to the DS and 

its use nt each institution, cannot very well be controlled for in the scope of this study. 

Also. the Longitudinal Case Study Design fails to be a true experiment in that the 

independent variable (the sanction of disciplinary segregation) cannot really be 

manipulated. The sanction of DS is irnposed as a result of poor institutional behavior 

leading io a serious disciplinary conviction. It is also problematic in that this research is 

unable to control for numerous intervening variables. It cannot be said with any absolute 

certainty that the dependent variable, (the behavior of inmates who have received the 

sanction of disciplinary segregation), is effected as a result of the offenders having been 



placed in DS. Although changes in behavior after a sanction of DS can be plotted. it is not 

certain the role that any number of other intervening variables, such as participation in 

institutional programming, may have played. 

Tlicre are other inherit limitations in sturiying the effects of a punishrnent (DS) on 

O ffkndcr bchavior. as was identi k d  in ihe l i  terature rcvicw on detcrrence. Given 

tlifîiculties suc11 as attempting to meüsurc general deterrencc. cause and effect studies in 

tliis rcsearch area are inconsistent and inconclusive. While it still niay speak to how DS is 

iised. DS sentences thai are suspended or are simply not sencd are not givcn crcdit for 

thcir gcneral deterrent cffect on behavior. In addition, for the piirposes of this research. 

ttic population of ofknders having servcd a tem of DS are not able to be selected by 

usiiig rmdoni sarnpling procedures. as such, there is no control goup. 

In tiindsight. the sample size is also seen as a limitation. A iarger sample size might 

have niade i t  casier to recognize offender profiles or patterns of behavior as associated 

with the use of the sanction of DS. In order to conduct certain statistical tests. categories 

of variable such as age, sanction imposed. and sanction served were collapsed in order to 

rnaximize statistical power. Some variables such as "offence committed. had nunierous 

cüte~ories, (10 in this particular instance). As such. data in each category was "thin" 

givsn a total of 67 cases. 

.\lthough 67 cases may not seem like rnany cases given that a 100% sample was used 

for three institutions over a two-year period. A plausible eaplanation for the small size is 



two-fold. Firstly, individuals who were given a suspended DS sanction or did not serve 

any of the sanction were not included. Secondly, offenders who commit serious offences 

are oRen administratively segregated. Administrative segregation, as previously 

discussed, is used to separate the offender from the general population due to reasons of 

safety and security. In thrse situations and under these circumstances. DS is not utilized. 

Offenders whose behavior poses a threat to the safety and security of a medium security 

fiicility. are often traiisferred to a ma..imum security setting orice it has been assessed that 

ihcy no longer nieet the behavioral expectations of a medium security facility. 

At the same time. there were reasons for not increasing the sarnple size. It was deemed 

iindcsirnble io access records prier to 1997 because OMS recording procedures appearcd 

to be less thorough prior to this point in time. In addition, the intention of this research 

was to generate preliminary data that would assist in leading to further research in order 

to improve the way that DS is currently used in the inmate disciplinary process. As 

corrections continues to evolve and develop at a rapid pace. going back too far 

rctroactively rnay prove to be less useful in attempting to deal with reality of today's 

correctional environment. 

Initially, including more than three institutions from which to draw the sample 

population was considered. Although SM1 and Saskatchewan Penitentiary are very 

sirnilar in many aspects, (although they too also have their respective differences), it was 

also decided that Drumhellrr Institution was also sornewhat similar in terms of physical 

setting and population characteristics. Even with many variables remaining unconirolled 



in this research, it was felt that numerous differences behveen institutions, (security level, 

population dynamics, population size, ethnic rnix. physical setting, procedure and policy 

differences), made it less beneficial to include al1 different types of institutions. Given 

that research and literature speaks to the importance of individual differences on the issue 

of deterrence. it was felt that issues such as attempting to maintain the homogeneity of the 

sample population as much as feasibly possible would prove to be more beneficial than 

tryinp to attempt an dl-encompassing esploratory stiidy on this cornplex topic. In this 

w y .  fiirther research beneficial to the institutions in question might stem from initial 

attempts to look at the topic of DS at an institutional level. 

In certain cases, some of the offenders that served sanctions of DS at one of the three 

insti tutions in question over the course of the research actually were convicted of pre-test 

or post-test minor or serioiis charges at other institutions. If policy or procedure regrding 

certain niles are different at that particular institution. this could in fact resiilt in an 

intlation or dctlation of pre-test or post-test charge indicaton for that particular offender. 

Another limitation related to the methodology is that the length of an offender's period 

of pre-test and post-test was not 90 days in evety case. Although it is the change in the 

rate of institutional charges that is examined, and that the pre-test and post-test penods 

were made to be the same length, the benefit of the full 90 day pre-test and post-test was 

occasionall y shortened due to circumstances beyond the researcher's control (e.g., an 

early release for example). 



The strictly quantitative nature of the study is believed to be somewhat of a limitation. 

Looking at numbers and observable behavioral trends associated with the topic of DS, 

although important, is an examination of only part of the problem. A retroactive file 

rwiew does not really give any accurate insight into individual differences and personal 

rnoiivation with regards to the effect of DS on otrender bchwior. The scope of this study 

as well as its retroactive nature did not allow for such qualitative inquiry. If certain 

offcndcr profiles or patterns of beliavior are found to esist in quantitative studies such as 

tliis. a qualitative follow-up might also prove beneficial. Qualitative data from tlic 

O ffenders t heniselves might assist in further veri fyins or explaining any observable trends 

thought to bc associated with the use of DS as a disciplinary sanction. 

The disciplinary system as a whole is very subjective. leaving a multitude of 

uncoiitrolled variables. For example, each ofticer charging an offender must use heir 

discretion and knowledge of institutional mles to decide whether to charge the offender or 

not. Personal bias and pnor experirnce with an offender may influence whrther or not an 

offender will be charged. In addition. one officer may handie a situation cornpletely 

different than another officer. Whereas one officer may choose to deal with a rule 

violation in an informal marner, another officer might deal with the same similar 

situation by issuing a charge and invoking the formal disciplinary process. in addition, the 

CC0 must oRen use discretion in coding an offence as minor or serious. The Independent 

Chairperson of Institutional Coun then decides whether or not an offender is guilty. and 

on the appropriate sanction. Even a change in the IC presiding over Institutional Court 

could dramatically affect the outcorne of a case or the sanctions that are being imposed as 



a result of a guilty verdict. There is the opportunity for hurnan subjectivity at almost every 

step of the process. For erample, there is apparent subjectivity in dealing with the 

variable of gang membership. Although Commissioner's Directive 576, Annex A, lists 

specific gang member criteria and States that only quality information verified by 

kiiowledgeablr members of the criminal justice system must be used to make an 

asscssnient. there is a large amount of subjectivi ty involveci in assigning an offender the 

label of sans niember. It often proves even more difficiilt for an offender to convincc 

criniinal justice system members that this label should be rernoved. It is not out of the 

rcülni of possibility, and is actually quite likely. that many offenders identified as gang 

mcnlbcrs according to the Correctional Service of Canada may no longer have any tics to 

thc sang. Oncc an offender is identified as a gang member or gang affiliate, they remain 

on tlic lisi of active yang rnembers for ai least two years. even if thry deny affiliation or 

tliere is no gang-related information received on the individual during this two-year 

period. Convsrsely. it is also likely that many active sans members or gang member 

affiliates have not been properly identitird as such. and therefore. continue to avoid this 

Iübcl. 

As \vas stated earlier, an offender's behavionl improvements aAer a sanction of DS 

still cannot be directly attributable to the DS sanction. The reason for improved behavior 

may be that the offender has benefited from program participation or counseling, or 

maybe is just no longer getting caught. Even if DS appears to result in a reduction of 

negaiive institutional behavior, it c m  not be established in the scope of this study that this 



results in the good order of the institution or a more positive environment (which are 

stated objectives of the inrnate disciplinary process). 

There rire also possible limitations involving the source of data. Although OMS is a 

comprehensivt. information system and is qiiality controlled for error. hurnan error does 

sonictinies go undetected in the cntering of data. A Corrections and Conditional Release 

Act Five Year Review on Search. Seizure. and Inmate Discipline (Correctional Service of 

Canada. 199S) acknowlcdjed a number of OMS coding errors durin3 the course of their 

rcscarcli (47 errors out of 9779 cases that were being looked at). Diiring the course of this 

rcscsrch. üt Ictist one case was noticed in which a teml of segregation was coded on OMS 

irlcori-ectly. The written information regarding the case indicated that the offender \vas 

ridniiticd into seqegation for purposes of discipline. The actual coding on the Ssgregation 

Rcvicw scrcen of OMS coded the admittance as being for threatening the safety and 

security of the institution. 

Xlthoiigh convictions are indicated in the Offence and Piinishment Report. it was 

noticed on more than one occasion that the sanction was not entered. For example. on 

sorne occasions. items may have been confiscated or an offender might have had to 

comply with Regulation 71 (meaning that the ofFender is court ordered to produce three 

consecutive clean urinalysis tests). p t  the outcorne was not necessarîly recorded in OMS. 

As such, it is unknown whether or not these unrecorded sanctions might have effected the 

behavior of offenders in the sarnple population. For exarnple, an offender who has been 

ordered and is attempting to provide three clean urinalysis tests might be less likely to 



reoffend in a sirnilar manner than the individual who has also served a DS sanction but 

who is not having regular unnalysis tests done as a result of being ordered to comply with 

Regiilation 7 1. 

[II addition. the research period in question goes back to January 1. 1997. As the 

Corrcctional Service of Canada has continually cvolved. changed and progressed, so to 

Iiüs the ways of doing business. and corresponding tools such as OMS. Despite the 

prwioiis acknowledgment of OMS coding errors. there does still appear to be a notable 

gciieral increase in quality in OMS at present. than appcars to have bren the case a 

niiiiibcr of years ago. [niprovements to OMS itself and to the policy associated with using 

OMS m e  niadc regularly from year to year. More thorough and consistent records appear 

to be hcpt in the Service's efforts to answer the demands for accountability from 

Cnnadiün people, as wcll as to legally cany out its mandate. Also. the way thai 

infornirition is recorded rnay differ from penon to penon. as well as from institution to 

inst itiition. For example. in formation recorded on OMS for Dnimheller Institut ion oRen 

conlirmed the exact meaning of "loss of privileges" as a punitive sanction. It is explained 

for each individiial case whether loss of privileges includes a loss of television, radio. 

reading material, early lock-up, etc. SM1 and Saskatchewan Rnitentiaries pnerally 

tcnded not to clarify in OMS records what "loss of privileges" actually constituted. 

Although i! is the exception as opposed to the nom, not every case admitted to 

segregation for purposes of DS cornes directly fkom general population. Some offenders 

mriy receive a DS sanction while on the intake Assessrnent unit. while other offenders 



rnay reside in Administrative Segregation due to the fact that their presence in general 

population might jeopardize the safety of the institution or any person in it, or because 

their own safety would be jeopardized should they continue to reside there. This may be 

considered a limitation in that these offenders might not be wholly representative of 

offenders from gcneral population in that tliey mijht not share similar profile 

cliaracteristics. or niay not be subjected to the sirnilar influences which rnay positively or 

negntively efkct the behavior of gcneral population offenders. For example, if an 

O ffcnder w r e  hoiised in segegation as part of the SM1 Offender Detoxi fication Program. 

Iiis substance abuse compulsion or ambivalence to punishment aimed at deterring dmg- 

taking beliiivior migtit not br rcpresentative of the general population of offenders as a 

whole. 



CHAPTER 4 - RESEARCH FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 

A Profile of "Who" is Receiving DS 

Measures of freqiiency were used to try and develop an offender population profile of 

who is receiving and sewing DS sanctions. The variables examineci in order to attempt to 

cons triict this O ffender pro fi le were age of the O ffcnders serving DS sanctions. the overall 

leiigth of the sentences that these offenders are senring time for, whether or not they are 

mij affiliateci. and tinally the race of the offrndcrs serving DS (broken d o w  into 
C 

Age of Offcnders Receivinu, & Servinu, DS Sanctions - 

The tirst variable thnt was investigaied was the a je  of the offenders in the sample 

(tliosc offenders having served a term of DS at some point during the duration of the 

rcsearch). The following Table 1. "Age of Offenders Receiving DS Sanctions" displays 

the agc distribution for the offenders cornprising the research sample population. as does 

the corresponding bar chan. 

Table I - Age of Offenders Receiving DS Sanctions 

AGE Frequency Percent 
<= 20 yrs. age 2 3 .O 

71 t03Oyrsage  33 49.3 
3 1 to 40 yrs. age 25 37.3 
41 to 50 yrs. age 6 9.0 
5 1 to 60 yrs. age 1 1.5 

Total 67 100.0 



Figure 1 - Age of Offenders Receivine DS Sanctions 

B a r  C h a r t  

For thc total saniple population from al1 three institutions, i t  was found that only two 

of the total 67 cases were less than or equal to 20 years of age (3% of the total sample 

popiiiation). Thirty-three out of 67 cases (49.3%) fell in the category of 21 to 30 years of 

agc. Twcnty-the out of67 (37.3%) were between 3 1 and 40 yean of ase, while 6 out 67 

were in the category of 41 to 50 years of age. One offender ( 1.5%) ,as in the 5 1 to 

60 year old category. No offenders in the sample population were in the 61 to 70 or the 7 1 

yean or older catesories. Although Table 1 would indicate that the offenders serving DS 

are relntively pung,  there is not strong representation in the under 20 years of age 

groupinj. 

A Goodness of Fit test was perfomed for each institution in order to try and 

determine whether the sarnple population of offenden having served sanctions of DS was 

representative (with respect to age) of the jeneral population of each institution. The 



Goodness of Fit Test is used to determine whether or not the research sample (i.e., 

offenders who served a DS sanction) is representative of the population from which it 

was drawn (in this case being the general offender population). To test the nuIl hypothesis 

that two population means are equal, it must be calculated how unusual the observed 

value is if the nul1 hypothesis is true. To test a hypothesis about data that is composed of 

coiints. the chi-square statistic must be compiited and its value comparai to the chi-square 

distribution to sec how unlikely the observed valiie is if the nul1 hypothesis is tnie. The 

chi-square distribution depends on the paranieter callcd the degrccs of frcedom. The 

degrccs of frcedom depends on the number of rows and columns in the cross tabulation 

bcing esainincd. The P-value is the observcd significance level for the Pearson chi-square 

valiie (Norusis. 1999). 

For Saskatchewan Penitentiary, the chi-square value was 2.39. with 6 degrees of 

frcedoni. The p-value was .5806, and therefore non-significant. For SMI. the chi-square 

value was 17.99. with 6 degrees of frerdom. The p-value was .0063. and the result was 

therefore significant. (This means that if the nul1 hypothesis is tnie. you would expect to 

see a chi-square valiie at least as large as 1 7.99 only about 6 out of 1000 instances). The 

chi-square d u e  for Drumheller Institution wiis 4.54, with 6 degrees of freedom. The p- 

valiic is .6040. and the result is therefore non-significant. Given that the nul1 hypothesis 

for this test is ihat the DS group is representative of the age distribution of the senen1 

populations. the Goodness of Fit tests indicate that only the portion of the sample 

population from Saskatchewan Penitentiary and Drumheller Institution were 

represen tati ve of the general age of O ffenders at those institutions. 



The total sample population appeared to be closely mirrored by the age demographic 

of the offenders for each individual institution. All three institutions showed a sirnilar 

strong representation of individuals falling between 21 and 40 years of age. Offenders 

fa1 ling into this category comprised 86.7% of Saskatchewan Penitentiary's sample 

pop~ilation. S 1 .j% of SMI's sample population, and 92.0% of Drumhrller's. As far as 

findings arc concemed. it is evident that the bulk of tlir individuals wliich compromise 

thc snniple popdation are between 21 and 40 years of age (S6.6?0). These age 

deniographics would tend to indicate thrit DS would not primarily be used to deal with 

younger. incrcasingly more violent problematic offenders. Over the course of this 

rescarch. ofknders qua i  to or younger than 20 years of age. or offenders 41 years or 

older werc not well represented. The prescnt research docs not indicatc that younger 

onéndcrs are the niost problematic (going by rates of DS sanctions). or maybe that DS is 

not conirnonly used to deal with these younger offenders. It  is interesting to note that SM1 

had the only two offcnders that fell in the 20 years or younger category. In addition. the 

SklI sample cases represented four different age categories. while Saskatchewan 

Pcnitrntiary and Drumheller Institutions had representation in only three age catepries. 

In the age representative samples of Saskatchewan Penitentiary and Drumheller 

Institutions. there were no offenders in the 20 years or punger category of the sample 

population. 

Total Length of Tenn of Incarceration 

The original hypothesis was that the sanction of DS would be used more ofien with 

offenders serving shoner terms of incarceration. It is a commonly held notion arnongst 



correctional staff that long-term offenders add behavioral stability to a penitentiary 

population due to their having a more vested interest in the long-terni orderly operation of 

the institution. The preliminary data from this research, (please refer to Table 2 and 

Figure 2 ) .  does not appear to support this speculation. 

Tablc 2 - Lctiu,th of Term of Incarceration of Offenders Receivinc! DS Sanctions 

INCARCERATION Frequenc y Percent 
2 to 4 ycars 12 17.9 
4 to 6 years IS --. 7 7  J 

6 to S yerirs 1 1  16.4 
S to 1 O years 3 4.5 
<= 1 O years 26 35.8 

Total 67 100.0 

Fi; girc 2 - Lciigth of Terni of Incarceration of Offenders Receiving DS Sanctions 

B a r  C h a r t  

sentence 

For the total research sample. 17.9% of offenders having served a tetm of DS had 

sentence lengths between 2 and 4 years. 22.4% were serving sentences of a duntion 

brtween 4 and 6 years. Offenders serving terms of incarceration between 6 to 8 years 



comprised 16.1% of the total while offenders serving sentences o l  8 to 10 years 

comprised 4.5%. Offenders serving sentences of greater than 10 years (including Life and 

indeterminate sentences), compnsed 38.8% of the total olfender sarnple population. The 

catcgory of sentences greater than 10 years was also consistently the largest at the level of 

each individual institiition. The category of greater than 10 years coniprised 40% of the 

Saskatclica.an Penitcntiary population of DS offenders. 33.3941 of the S M  total, and 4Jfl/0 

of Dnirnhelltlr's total. 

The Fact that O lfenders serving greater tlian 10 year sentences compnsed 38.8% of the 

total sarnple poptilation was an iinexptxted result and contrarj to the comrnon notion that 

long-teml offenders add behavioral stabi lity to a penitentiary population. Yet. thcre may 

be reasons other than that of long-terrn offenders demonstrating poor institutional 

behmior that rcsults in this group corn promis in^ a large percentage of the sarnple 

population. 

Firstly, this category is somewhat larger in that the other categories are separated in 

two year incremcnts. The category of I O  yean and greater is obviously open-ended in that 

al1 sentences grrater than 10 years can be included. Also. a point not to be overlooked is 

that even thoiigh an offender has been sentenced to over 10 years in a penitentiary, he 

may still be in the very early stages of servinj this sentence. There may be little difference 

between an offender serving a two year sentence and an offender serving a Life Sentence 

who is just beginning to serve this sentence. Despite such, there is much higher 

representation in this categoiy than was initially expected. 



In hindsight, this area of study would have been better served by grouping offenders 

by the s t a g  of their sentence at which they were serving at the time of this research (e.g., 

beginning, middle, or end of sentence). According to Gnffiths and Verdun-Jones ( 1994), 

"prisonization" is the process by which new inmates are socialized to the noms and 

values. as well as the culture of the prison. This incl~ides the adoption of antisocial 

attitudes and behaviors. as well as opposition to the authonty of the institution and its 

staff. As such, rather than try to determine if therc is a relationship between the lenpth of 

incarceration and DS. the research rnay have better served by trying to detemine a 

relationship between institutional offending and what stage of serving the sentence that 

tlie otrender is at. It  would appear that the prisonization of inmates rnay influcncr 

bchüvior more so than the actual Irngth of time served. For examplc. prisonization or a 

knowlrdge rcgarding the culture of a prison. may explain an inmate's good behavior pnor 

to rclease more so than the effect of the length of the sentence semed. 

Due to the unavailability of statistics on total population sentence lengths for the three 

institutions in question over the period of research. it cannot be said whether or not that 

this longer-serving group of offenders is over represented in DS in cornpanson to their 

percentages in the total population offenders. It is interesting to note that the Report on 

the Provisions and Operations of the Corrections and Conditional Release Act f 1998), 

indicated that 76% of al1 offenders admitted on a warrant of committal in 1995/96 

received a sentence of 5 years or less. It is also noted that sentences of 10 years and over 

represent 7% of al1 admissions. (These sentencing rates are quite consistent from I978/79 

throiigh to 1995196). Although nothing concrete can be deduced from these statistics 



because they are not solely representative of SMI. Saskatchewan Penitentiary, and 

Dnimheller Institutions, it is nonetheless interesting given that our group of offenden in 

the I O  year and over sentence category represent over 38% of the sample population. It 

was anticipated that offenders serving shoner sentences in the category of 2 to 4 years 

\vould constitute the bulk of the sample population of offenders having served a term of 

DS. 

(;an< .Ufiliation 

Thc CSC litcrature on the issue of gangs within penitentiaries gives the impression 

that gang membership and affiliation is becominj a pervasive problem throughout the 

Cnrrcctional Sewicc of Canada. Xlthough this may be the casc. i t  quickly becamc evident 

tluririg the course of this research that in this study, gang membership and affiliation and 

i ts rclntionship to DS was a possible relevant factor only in relation to SMI. Although a 

m a l  1 saniple size or di ffering insti tutional standards for recording and tracking gang 

involvement may have played a role, SM I had 15 of the total 16 identi fied gang memben 

or affiliates identi fied in the research sample (93.5%). For the purposes of this research. 

the discussion of gang identification. and any possible relationship to the use of DS. is 

directrd at SMI. The following bar graph is a breakdown of the research sarnple 

according to this variable. 



Figure 3 - Gang Affiliation 

B a r  C hart  

Idciiti ticci sang niembers or gang rneitiber affiliates conipnsd iipprosinlately 56% of 

the DS offender population from SMI. (ovcr half of the SM1 offenders who received DS 

ovcr this penod of the rescarch). The present scopr of this research does no[ enable 

spccolation about whether this high rate of gang representation is due to the growing gang 

problem or the high rate of identified gang rnernbers or gang affiliates at SM[. or whether 

S M 1  is using DS as a tool to deal with what the literature refen to as a ~rowing problem. 

It is intercsting to note that statistics indicate that identified gang memben or affiliates 

comprise approsimately 1 2% of the total offender population of Saskatchewan 

Penitentiary, 6% of the population of Dnimheller Institution, and 30% of SMI's total 

offender popdation. If these statistics are any indication. SM1 gang members appear to be 

over-represented amongst offenden receiving sanctions of DS. The lone identified gang 

member from Dnimheller Institution represented approxirnately 4% of the DS research 



sample from that institution. Both Drumheller and Saskatchewan Penitentiary would 

appear to be underrepresented by gang members in the DS sample, but these numbers are 

somewhat suspect given the spaneness of data related to this variable for these 

institutions. Gang members represent approximately 15% of the total population of the 

iliree itistitiitions in question. Gang members and affiliates represent approximately 24% 

of thc total research sample. Although the sparseness of data is a concern. i t  woold appear 

tliat gang n~cnibcrs and affiliates are over-represented in the DS research saniplc. 

O fknder Race 

Of the total sample population comprised of offenders from al1 three institutions. 37 of 

67 cascs (55.??/h) were Aboriginal offenders. Cases were broken down into the categories 

sf Native and non-Native. as this was the only available racial breakdown on the OMS 

database (Table 3). 

Table 3 - Offendcr Race 

RACE Frequency Percent 
native 37 5 5.2 
non-native 30 44.8 

Total 67 100.0 

Breakdown by institution revealed that 20 of 27 cases (74.1%) of SM1 offenders 

having sencd DS are Aboriginal. Currently, statistics indicate that approximately 52% o l  

the SM1 offender population is Aboriginal. Eleven out of 15 cases (73.3%) of the sample 

population from Saskatchewan Penitentiary were Abonginal. Currently, statistics indicate 

that approximately 70% of offenders at this institution are of Abonginal descent. Of the 



Dniniheller offenders included as part of the total research samplc, 6 out of 25 cases 

(24%) were identified as Abonginal. According to current population statistics, 

approximately 28% of the offender population is Aboriginal. 

Gi w n  the sample size for the rcsearch. a cornpanson wi th current population statis t ics 

ccncrally indicates that Abonginal representation in the group of offenders who served a 
C 

sanction of DS during the coiirsc of the research are what one might expect. It rnight 

appcar tIiat SM 1 Abori y inal representation amongst offenders havins served a sanction of 

DS is a little elevated tiom nhat current population race statistics might indicate. 

Al:Iiouyh the data on race is a nicasurc of frequency and is iiot correlateci for statistical 

siynificancc. further study into this area might be warrantcd to determine if thrrc is in hct  

an oicr-representation. and if so. possible reasons for this. An intcresting question is 

whctlier or not the eievated number of Ahoriginal gang rnemben at S M 1  is related to this 

question conceminp the racial breakdown of offenders serving DS sanctions. 

An Esamination into Whv and How DS 1s Beino, Used 

Smc tioneci Offence 

Table J is a frequency table illustrating which serious institutional charges resulted in 

the pet-iods of segregation imposed over the course of the research. 



Table 4 - Offences for Which DS was Received 

OFFENCES 
fai M e  fuses urine test 
disrespecthbusive to staff 
takes intoxicant into body 
figh ts!nssauIts/threatens 
poss./deals in contraband 
disobcy order 
poss. iinauthorized item 
creatcdpartic. distiirbancr 
disobeys written rule 
rniiltiple offerices 

Total 

Frequency Percent 
8 11.9 
3 4.5 

15 32.4 
1 O 14.9 
16 23.9 
4 6.0 
3 4.5 
1 1.5 
1 1.5 
6 9.0 

67 100.0 

For the total sample. the most cornmon serious institutional offence resulting in a 

saiiction of DS was PossessioniDeals in Contraband. This offcnce was the precipitating 

offencc in 23-99.; of al1 67 offcnder cases. The second most common offence resulting in 

a sanction nf DS was Takes Intoxicant Into Body (22.4% of ail cases). Third ueas 

Fights~Assauits/Threatcns ( 14.9%). while fourth was Fails/Refuses Urinalysis ( 1 l.9?6). 

Thesc top four offences collectively represent 73.1 % of the total population sample. The 

fi fth category was Multiple Offences (9%), indicating that the offender received a DS 

sanction for more than one serious offence. 

At the level of individual institutions, the offence of Possess/Deals in Contraband tvas 

the most common offence resulting in a sanction of DS being served at SM1 (15.9% of 

tlirir cases), while Fights/Assaults/Threatens was second resultins in 22.2?6 of this 

institutions cases. Disobeys Order accounted for 14.8% of cases and FailslRefuses 



Urinalysis was the precipitating offence in 1 1.1% of the cases. These four primary 

offences collectively factored in on 74% of the DS sanction served ai SMI. 

Saskatchewan Penitentiary imposed a DS sanction most often for the institutional 

offcnce of Takes Intoxicant Into Body (accounting for JO% of al1 their DS cases over the 

duration of the study). Fails!Refuses Urinalysis accounted for the second rnost number of 

DS cases at 26.7?/0. Thcse two offences resulted in 66.796 of al1 Saskatchewan 

Peiiitentiary DS cases that were servcd. FightslAssaultsiThreatens and 

Disresptctftil/Abusive To Staff each accounted for 13.3% of the DS sanctions sened. 

Possession/Deals in Contraband accounted for 329'0 of the DS sanctions servcd at 

Driimliellcr Institution. Second was Takrs Intoxicant Into Body (78%). third wüs Miiltiple 

Offcnces ( 16%). and fourth was Fights/Assaults/Threatens (8%). 

The frequency meüsures of offences resulting in DS sanctions served to point out an 

iiiteresting consistency cornmon to al1 three institutions. The total sample statistics 

revealed that two of the top four categories were directly related to substance abuse 

relatrd behavior (34.3%). It is also of interest to note that another of the four major 

offence categories, Possess/Deals in Contraband is also otlen linked to behavior involving 

substance abuse. Possessing contraband c m  be levied for possessing weapons. dmgs, or 

money. Everything else that is not on the ceIl effects card of the offender in question 

(meaning that the property or item it is not registered to that inmate), are considered 

unauthorized items. It is a charge that is commonly levied when an offender is caught 



with dnigs, dnig paraphemalia, or homemade alcohol (brew). At SMI, PossesslDeals in 

Contraband and FailslRefuses Unnalysis are two of the top four most cornmon offences. 

For Saskatchewan Penitentiary, Takes intoxicant Into Body and FailslRefuses Urinalysis 

arc the top two categones of offences resulting in DS sanctions. Takes Intoxicant Into 

Body is the second most common DS offence at Drurnheller (after Possess/Deals in 

Contraband). Offences related to substance abuse are noticcably rcpresented in somewhat 

of ri predoniinant f3shion. This is not siirpnsing yiven thüt behavior related to substance 

abuse is considered very scrious and can cause considerable difficulties within a 

pciiitsntiary environment. (e.g., offenders undrr the influence of intoxicants are more 

likcly tu act out violently and jeopardize the safety and security of the institution). What 

is iinespected is that olfending bchavior relatcd to violent or acting out behavior is not 

rcprescntcd to a greater degree. Charses of Fights~Assaults~Thrcatens is the third rnost 

coitimon offence category with 14.9% of al1 charses. .-\lthough admittedly offences 

reiatiiig to creating or participating a disturbance do not occur with the sanie frequency as 

niany other charges. charges such as Disrespectful/Abusive to Staff (which occur with 

niiich regularity). comprise less than 5% of total charges. An explanation for this apparent 

wighting on charges related to substance abuse may be explained by the fact that if a 

violent act or acting out behavior is serious to the point to where it is considered a threat 

to the safety of staff or other inmates. that individual may be administratively segregated 

for the safety and security of the institution (instead of punishrnent as the pnmary 

motive). As such. it appears, (at least to this writer). that a large hnction of DS is the role 

that i t  plays in rnanaging behavior related to the institutional dnig sub-culture. 



Ln order to better explore questions related to why and how DS is being used, a 

number of variables were looked ai in conjunction with one another. The variable "length 

of DS sanction imposed" was Iooked at in conjunction with the variables of "imposed 

additional sanction". "offender race", "gang affiliation". "offender age", and the "offence 

Tor whicli the DS sanction was imposed and scrved". Cross-tabulations tables were 

crcated to detcrniine if statistically significant relationships between variables existed. 

Oncc ajain. for the first set of cross-tabulations. the variable "length of DS sanction 

iniposed" deals not with the act~ial length of the DS sanction served. but the sentence 

lengtli as  iniposed by the Independent Chairperson of Institutional Court. 

1-endi of DS Sanction Imposed x Imposed Addi tional Sanction 
__C_ 

.A cross-tabulation was created to demonstratr whether or not there was a relationship 

between the length of the DS sentence imposed and whether or not this impacted on an 

additional sanction also being imposed. The nul1 hypotliesis was that the length of 

sentence imposed would have no effect on whether an additional sanction was imposed. 

For this cross-tabulation. the original seven categories were collapsed to four categories 

( I to 10 days. 1 1 to 20 days. 2 1 to 30 days. and 3 1 days or greater) due to the relativeiy 

small sample size of 67 cases. (Please refer to Table 5). 



Table 5 - Length of DS Sanction imposed x imposed Additional Sanction 

ADDIT SANCTION 

with add no addit Row 
sanct sanction To cal 

KvIPOSED 
1 to I O  days 2 1 1  13 

1 r).-lOO 

2 1 to 30 days 24 16 40 
59.7?0 

-7 1 - days 4 1 5 
7.j"~" 

Column 35 - 17 - 67 
Total 52.294 J7.Sn,,, 1 OO.Ot?:, 

The Pearson chi-square value for this cross-tahulation was 9.63. the degrees of 

frtedoni (DF)  \vas 3, and the significance level was O.OZ?O. I t  was therefore determined 

thni a statistically significant association between these two variable does exist. The table 

indicnted the trend ihat additional punitive sanctions tended to be given with longer 

imposed DS sanctions. For example, for imposed DS sanctions between 1 and 10 days. 

I j.-IU/6 of these cases had additional sanctions imposed. For sanctions between 11 and 30 

ciays. 55.6% of these cases received an additional sanction. Sanctions imposed in the 2 1 

to 30 day range had 60% imposed with an additional sanction. (Note that this imposed 

catesory of 2 1 to 30 days accounts for 59.7% of a11 sentences imposed). For DS sanctions 

of 3 1 days and greater, of which there were only five cases in the total sample population, 

80% received an additional sanction. Of the total sarnple of 67 cases, 52.2% received at 

leost one additional sanction in conjunction with their imposed DS sentence. 



Tlierefore, the nul1 hypothesis can be deemed false as there is a statistically significant 

relationship which indicates that the longer the DS sentence imposed, the more likely it is 

that the offender will receive at least one additional sanction such as a fine, loss of 

privile, *CS. etc. 

L-tlrwth of DS Sanction Imposcd s Offender Race 

Tlic nul1 hypothesis for the relationship between these two variables is that offender 

race is not relatcd to the length of the DS sanction that is imposcd. -4s was utilited in the 

previoiis cross-tabiilation table between the length of the sanction imposed and imposcd 

adrlitioriül sanctions. the four collapsed categories were used For the variable of the length 

of thc DS s:inciioii imposeil, as opposed to the original seven. A cross tabulaiion of these 

~ariablcs revealed tliat thrre is not a significmt relationship between offender race. 

(Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal offenden serving a t em of DS) and the length of  the DS 

sanction imposed. (Plcase refer to Table 6). 



Table 6 - Length of DS Sanction x Offender Race 

OFFENDER RACE 
Non- 

Native Native Row 
Total 

DS IiLfPOSED 

1 TO 10 Days 7 G II 
1 9.J06 

3 1 - Days 4 1 5 
7.5% 

The Pearson chi-square value was 1.67. with 3 degrees of freedom. while the 

signiticance lewi was 0.6425. For imposrd sentences of 21 to 30 days (encompassing 

50.7% of al1 DS cases). jjOh were Abonginal offenden. This is approsimately the 

percent that would be expected as Aboriginals cornprised 55.2% of the total sample 

popdation. These percentages are indicative of the fact that there is no statistically 

signiiicant relationship between race. and the length of a DS sanction that is irnposed. 

thus failiny to disprove the nul1 hypothesis. 

Length of DS Sanction tmposed x Gang Affiliation 

A cross-tabulation was also utilized to determine a possible ~lationship behveen the 

length of the DS sanction imposed and the variable of gang identification. tt is important 

to note that a significant relationship behveen these two variables would really only be 



applicable to SMI, as there was only one identified gang member not incarcerated at this 

institution. This gang member was from Drumheller Institution. (Please refer to Table 7). 

Table 7 - Léngth of DS Sanction lmposed .u Gang Affiliation 

GANG :IFFI LIATION 

1 1 to 20 days 1 S 9 
13.496 

2 1 to 30 days S 3 2  40 
59.7";, 

Column 16 5 1 67 
Total - - .  7 ‘. 9% 76.1";) 100.01; 

Once again. the same four categories were used for the variable of sanction imposed. 

The niill hypothesis is that gang affiliation would not have an effect on the lcngth of the 

sanction imposed by the Independent Chairperson of Institutional Court. In fact. the data 

\vas not statistically signi ficant and did not demonstrate a relationship between the two 

txriables. The Pearson chi-square value was 4.73, with 3 degrees of Freedoni. The 

significance level was 0.1928. Nothing in the data would indicate that an offender 

receives a longer or shorter sentence due io the fact that ihey have been identified as a 

gang member or gang rnember affiliate, and therefore the nul1 hypothesis is not 

disproven. 



Length of DS Sanction imposed x Offender Age 

Due to the number of cells in the cross-tabulation table and the limited sample size, 

the variable of length of DS sanction imposed was hrther collapsed to the categories of 1 

to 10 days and 2 1 days and greater. The variable offender age was also collapsed from the 

original scven categories to three. (20 years and younger. 2 1 to 30 years, and 3 1 years and 

grcaler). The niill hypothesis ivas that the age of the offender would not impact on the 

leiigtli of the sentence imposed. Without this shrinking of the nurnber of catepries for 

tliesc \miables. ihere was insufficimi data per crll. (Please refer to Table 8). 

Tahlc S - Lenzth of DS Sanction Imoosed x Offender Are 

I OFFENDER ..\GE 

SANC. IMPOSED >20 yrs. 21-30 yrs. 3 1 yrs.- Total 

Co lumn 35 25 7 67 
Total 52.2% 37.2% 1 0.4?6 t 00.0% 

There was no evidence of a statistically sigificant relationship. The Pearson chi- 

square value was 0.72, with 2 degrees of freedom. and a significance level of 0.6974. 

Basically. no particular age segment of the DS offenders appear to be receiving longer or 

shoner DS sanctions as a result of their age. 



Leneth of DS Sanction hposed x Sanctioned Offence 

As was utilized in the above-illustrated cross-tabulation table, two categot-ies of the 

variable "length of DS sanction irnposed" were used. The "length of DS sanction 

iniposcd" was cross tabulated with the variable "sanctioned offence" to determine if the 

type of offence resulting in DS has an effect on the length of the sanction that was 

i niposed. 

Tlic nul1 Iiypothesis is that the type of offence cornmitted would not have a si_rnificant 

e ffcc t on the length of the sanction irnposed. Conversel y, the cross-tabulation revealed a 

higlily signiliçant relationship between the two variables. The Pearson chi-square value is 

ITSO wiili 9 degrces of freedom. The significance level is 0.0010. Sentences imposed 

appcar to be a funciion of the offence that is committed. Although the relationship does 

appear to be a strong one, caution in interpreting the data should still be used due the fact 

tliat the data table presented was sparse in certain areas because of the number of offences 

t i n t  can result in a determination of DS. as well as the limited sarnple size. For exampie. 

7j0& of the cells on this cross-tabulation have an expected response frequency of less than 

five. AH the same, the nul1 hypothesis was found to be false. One of the rnost noticeable 

relat ionsliips in the cross-tabulation is between the offence Fai ls/Refuses Urinalysis and a 

seemingly longer irnposed DS sanction. Of al1 cases resulting From the ofknce of 

Fails!Refuses Urinalysis, 87.5% resulted in sanctions of 20 days or greater. (Please refer 

to Table 9). 



Table 9 - Leneth of DS Sanction hposed x Sanctioned Offence 

SANCTIONED 
OFFENCE 

friils, refuses 

takes intoxicant 

Column 
Total 

SANCTIONED OFFENCE 

IMPOSED 
1-20 days 2 1 days+ 

Row 
Total 

8 ( 11.9'/0) 

3 (4.5%) 

15 (22.4%) 

10 ( I-l.9'iB) 

16 (23.9')G) 

4 (6.O?b) 

3 (4.5"h) 

1 ( I .~ ' ' i~ ]  

1 ( 1 . 5 O h )  

6 (9.0%) 

67 
100.09: 

The next set of cross-tabulations involved looking at the variable "length of DS 

sanction served" in conjunction with the variables of "imposed additional sanction". 

"offender rxe". "gang affiliation", "offcnder age", and the "sanctioned offence" 

(resulting in the DS sanction). The variable "length of DS sanction served" reflects the 

number of days of the imposed sanction actually sen-ed by the offender. 



Length of DS Sanction Served x [m~osed Additional Sanction 

The cross-tabulation table b r  these two above-noted variables is to explore whether 

the length of the DS sentence actually served is related to whether or not an additional 

sanction was imposed dong with the DS sentence. For this cross-tabulation, the original 

sekm categories for the variable of sentence served were collapsed to four categories ( 1  

to 10 days. I I to 20 days. 2 1 to 30 days. and 3 1 days or greater) dur to the relatively small 

sample s i x  of 67 cases. The nuIl hypothesis related to the stiidy of these two variables is 

that thc aiiiount of tirne the offendcr serves in DS is not rclated to whethcr or not an 

addi tional sanction was imposed concurrent with the DS punishment. (Please refer to 

Table 1 O). 



Table 10 - Sanction Served x Irnposed Additional Sanction 

ADDITIONAL SANCTION 

with add / no addit 
sanction/ sanction Row 

Total 
S.-ISCT. SERVED 

1 to 10 days 6 13 19 
ZS.4".;, 

The results of this cross-tabulation arc statistically significant. The Pearson chi-square 

i d u e  is 8.20. there are 3 degrers of frerdorn. and the significance level is 0.0120. 

According io this table. offenders wlio served longer sentences were more likely to have 

been given an additional sanction at the same tirne they were sentenced to their term of 

DS. The nul1 hypothesis is proven laIse in that there appean to be a correlation between 

time served and the presence of an additional punishment. When offenden served 

bstween 1 and 10 days, it is notewonhy that 3 1.6% had an additional sanction imposed at 

the time of sentencing. For offenders having served 3 1 days or more, 100?/a had an 

additional sanction imposed. 

It was not surprising to see that there is a statistically significant relationship behveen 

thcse two variables. The relationship does not reveal much information in the way that it 



is unknown why this relationship exists other than the fact that there was also a 

statistically significant relationship between the length of the DS sanction imposed and 

the presence of an additional sanction. It might be logical to assume that because 

offenders with additional sanctions are imposed longer sentences. there is also a tendency 

for tliese offenders to serve longer sentences. One might also speculate that this 

relationship might stem from a line of thinking that if an offence is serious enough to 

nierit niore than one punitive sanction, these same offenders should also br  sening longer 

timc in DS. 

Length of DS Sanction Scncd x Offender Race 

The nuIl hypoihesis for the relationship between these two variables is that the race of 

the offender is not related to the length of the DS sentence that is aciually served. As was 

iised in the previous cross-tabulation between "leiigth of DS sanction imposed" and 

"iniposed additional sanctions". the four collapsed categories were used for the DS 

sanction served variable opposed to the original seven. (Please refer to Table i 1).  



Table 1 1 - Sanction Served x Offender Race 

OFFENDER RACE 

native i non-native Row 
Total 

SANC. SERVED 

A cross iabulation of these variables revealed that there is noi a significant relationship 

heiwccn offender race. (Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal) and the length of the sanction 

scn-cd. (similar to the relationship between the variables ot' "length of DS sanction 

irnposed" and "offender race"). The Pearson chi-square value is 6.29, with 3 degrecs of 

freedorn. and a significance level of 0.0983. This is indicative of the fact that there is no 

statistically significant relationship between race, and the length of a DS sanction that is 

sened. thus failing to disprove the nuil Iiypothesis. One interesting cell of note in this 

cross-tabulation chart indicates that out of the five offenders who served a sanction of 3 1 

days or more, 100% were Aboriginal. Although the spmeness of data may prevent any 

speculation about a significant relationship between offender race and the length of DS 

sanction sewed, a 100% Abonginal contingent in this particula. category may warrant an 

additional look. 



Length of DS Sanction Sewed x Gang Affiliation 

A cross-tabulation was also utilized to detenine any possible relationship between the 

length of the DS sanction served and the variable of gang identification, (in a much 

simi lar hshion as the way the variables of "length of DS sanction imposed and "gang 

affiliation" were previously looked ai). Again, it is important to note that a significant 

relationsliip between these two variables would really only br  applicable to SMI. Four 

catcgories tvcre used for the variable of "length of DS sanction served". The nul1 

Iiypotlicsis is tliat gang affiliation or identification would not have an effect on the lenjth 

of tlic DS saiictioii served. For example. if a lack of cell space neccssitated the release of 

an otfi.ridcr(s) froni DS. the thought is that maybe non-gang members would be morc 

likcly ta bt. relciised in order to send a mess y e  to gang meniben. (Please see Table II). 



Table 1 2 - Length of DS Sanction Served x Gang Affiliation 

GANG AFFILIATION 

yes no Row 
Total 

SANC. SERVED 

Unli ke "lcn_rth of DS sanction imposed" bp "yang affiliation". the relationship 

bciuwn "length of DS sanction setved and "gang affiliation" proves to be statistically 

significant. The Pearson chi-square value is 13.12. with 3 degrers of freedom. The 

Significance Level is 0.0044. The relationship between the two variables indicates that 

the nul1 hypothesis is false, but not in the way ihat this writer expected. As indicated, it 

\vas proposed that gang members would serve longer sentences than non-gang mernben 

witli the thought that administration might use DS as a tool to send a message to the 

biirgeoning gang faction at SMI. In reality, the cross-tabulation table indicates that gang 

members. on average, actually serve shorter penods of time in DS, despite the fact that a 

cross-tabulation of the variables "length of DS sanction served by gang affiliation" did 

not indicate a that gang members were having shorter DS sentences imposed, or that there 

uas any s ip i fmnt  relationship between the hvo variables. For example. 62.5% of al1 



gang members served DS sanctions of between 1 and 10 days. while 17.6% of al1 non- 

gang memben served this similar duration of time. For longer sanctions of between 21 

and 30 days. 12.5% of al1 gang members served a DS sentence falling within this 

duration. while 5156 of al1 non-gang members served a terni of DS failing within this 

critegory. 

.Ai SM 1. i t  woiild appear that gang mmebers or affiliates may serve shorter sentences 

of DS than do non-gang membcrs, yet there was not a siyificant relationship between the 

Icngtli of ttic DS sentences imposed and gang affiliation. Caution must be used in the 

inierprctation of this data. Given that there is only 16 identifieci gang members in the total 

s.:iniple population, the sparsencss of data can cal1 the validity of this relationship into 

qiirstion. It  is unclear why this apparent relationship between these two variables exists. 

al tlioii=h a number of possible reasons can be speculated. It is possible that maybr gang 

nienibcrs are better behaved. (and more deserving of an eariy release from DS), when 

separateci from gang members in generai population. Initially. it was also thought that 

rnriybe gang mcmbers committed certain types of offences resulting in DS sentences that 

adniinistration may view in a less serious light. (Later on during the course of the 

rcscarcti. it was noted that there does not appear to be a statistically significant 

relationship between "gang affiliation" and the types of offences that they commit which 

result in DS (e.g., "sanctioned offence"). Maybe gang memben are serving shorter 

sentences because prison administrators are looking for more culturally appropriate 

solutions to deal with Aboriginal gang members. These reasons are purely speculative 



and further research would be required to determine the exact nature of this apparent 

relationship. 

Length of DS Sanction Served x Offender Age 

Tlie variable "length of DS sanction served" was collapsed to the categories of I to 20 

dnys aiid 2 1 days and greater. Also duc to th<: number of cells in the cross-tabulaiion table 

and the limitcd sample size. the variable of "offender age" was also collapsed from the 

original scven catrgories to thrce. (20 years and yoiinger, 2 1 to 30 years. and 3 1 years and 

greater). The i i~i11 hypothesis was that the age of the offender would not impact on the 

length of the sentence served. I t  was originally thought that a longer semed sentence 

~vodd  send out a strong message to young. problematic offenders. Wi thout this shrinking 

of tlic niimbcr of cütegories for these variables. the data would not be able to be analyzed 

wi th any degrec of statistical powrr. (Please see Table 1 3). 

Table 13 - Length of DS Sanction Served .u Offender Age 

OFFENDER .\GE 

Row 
SAXC. SERVED >'O days 21-30 days 3 1 days Totd 

1-20 days 16 14 4 34 
50.7% 

Column 35 25 7 67 
Totai 52.2% 37.34'0 10.4% 100.0% 



Following collapse of the categories for each variable, there was no evidence of a 

statistical relationship. The Pearson chi-square value was 0.75, wiih 2 degrees of 

freedorn, and a significance level of 0.6889. As it was earlier found that no particular age 

segment of the DS offenders appeared to be receiving longer or shorter DS sanctions as a 

result of their age. this cross-tabulation table indicairs that offenders are not serving 

l o n y -  or shoner sentences as a result of their age. 

Lcngth of DS Sanction Sewed x Sanctioncd Offence 

The cross-tabiilation table examining the variables "length of DS sanction scrved" and 

"sanctioned offence" (resulting in the term of DS). is an attempt to try and detemine 

n-liich. if any. offences result in longer sewed DS sentences. As used in the previous 

cross-tabulaiion table, two catesories of the variable "length of DS sanction served" were 

iised. The nul1 hypothesis is that the type of offence for which DS was givcn does not 

c Ffec t the length of the served sanction. (Please see Table 14). 



Table 14 - Length of DS Sanction Served x Sanctioned Offence 

SL\NCTIONED 
OFFENCE 

takcs iritosicnnt 

SANCTIONED OFFENCE 

SERVED 
1-20 days 

3 

3 

4 

9 

S 

7 

I 

I 

1 

7 

3 J 
50.7% 

Row 
Total 

8 ( 1 1 .!l'?O) 

3 (4.5'"o) 

15 (22.4'!0) 

10 ( 14.9°i~) 

16 (23.9%) 

J (6.0°,0) 

3 (4.5"d 

1 ( 1 .Y?,) 

1 ( 1 .s0,6) 

6 (9.0°0) 

67 
1 00. OU& 

Thc Pearson chi-square value is 16.16 with 9 degrees of freedom. The significance 

Levcl is 0.0637. As the Significance Level is just over 5%. there is only marginal 

sipnificancr at best. and the nui1 is not disproven. Once again, caution must be used due 

to the sparseness of the data in the numerous cells o f  this cross-tabulation table. 



With regards to the marginal relationship, there does appear to be certain offences 

which result in the serving of longer DS sentences. For example, 62.5% of offenden 

receiving DS sentences for FailsRefuses Urinalysis served sentences of 2 1 days or 

urcater. wliile 73.3?/o of offenders given a sanction for Takes Intoxicant Into Body also 3 

sen-cd sentences of 21 days or greatcr. Conversely. 90% of Fights/Assaults/Threatens 

offenders senwi sentences of 20 days or less, and 100% of offenders who scmcd a DS 

sanction for Disrespcctfiil/.4busive to Staff scrved 20 days or Iess. 

.As a note of interest. the variables "length of DS sanction imposed and length of DS 

sanction scned were cross-tabulated to determine i f  a statisticaliy significant relationship 

csisted. No such relationship did exisi. The table was highly biascd in one direction as 

offcndcrs do not serve DS sentences longer than the sentence irnposed in Institutional 

Court. The table also indicated no significant difference betwecn the sentences imposed 

and the actiial length of iime that the O ffenders served of these sentences. 

The final set of cross-tabulation tables are centered around the variable of "sanctioned 

offencc" (the specific offence resulting in the DS sanction). Although "sanctioned 

offence" has already been examined in relation to the variables "length of DS sanction 

imposed" and "length of DS sanction served, i t  will also be cross-tabulated with the 

variables of "imposed additional sanction", " O  ffender race", "gang affiliation". and 

"O ffender age". The variable "sanctioned offence" presents additional di fficulties in 

attempting to determine its relationship to other variables in a cross-tabulation table. 

Despi te the limited sample size, categories for offences cannot be effectively collapsed or 



"grouped together" in the context of this study. The numerous categones for this variable, 

coupled with the lirnited size of the sample population, makes it increasingl y di fficult to 

detcrmine a statistically signi ficant relationship between offence type and these other 

variables. 

Sanc tioneci O f h c e  .u Imposcd Additional Sanction 

The n i i l l  tiypothcsis is that the type of offence resulting in the DS sanction will not 

I i ü \ ~  an effect on whether or not an additional sanction is imposed. (Please refer to Table 

15). 



t ab le I s - sanctionea ut tence x unposea Aaai tionai >ancrion 

SANCTIONED OFFENCE 

ADDITIONAL 
SANCTION 

yes 

1 

O 

1 O 

O 

I O 

4 

7 

1 

O 

4 

* - 
-9 3 

Row 
Total 

S ( i  1.9%) 

3 i4.j0/o) 

16 (21.-in,0] 

IO ( 14.94'a) 

16 (23.9%) 

4 (6.0'!/0) 

-: (-I.j?f'n) 

1 ( 1 .5 "~ )  

I 1 1.5%) 

6 (9.0'?'0) 

67 

The results of the cross-tabulation table for the variables "sanctioned offence" and 

"irnposed additional sanction" is statistically significant. The Pearson chi-square value is 

22.33 with 9 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 0.0072. Although caution 

mus1 again be used due to sparseness of data, the nul1 hypothesis appears false as certain 

offences do appear weighted as Far as receiving additional sanctions is concemed. For 



example, for the O ffences of Fights/Assaults/Threatens and Disrespectful/Abusive 

Towards Staff, 0% received additional sanctions. For the offence of FaildRefuses 

Urinalysis, 50% of offenders received an additional sanction. 66.6% of Takes Intoxicant 

Into Body offences. (which represents 21.4% of total charges), received additional 

sanctions above and beyond the DS penalty. One hundred percent of Disobeys Order 

offences reccived additional sanctions. 

Althoiigh iticre appears to be a statistically significant relationship between the offence 

for which an ofinder receives a sanction of DS and whether or not an additional sanction 

is iniposed. there Joes not appcar to bc a readily discrmible pattern. Offences such as 

Fai1s:Refiises Urinalysis and Takes intoxicant Into Body indicate that behavior related to 

siibstaiice abuse is close to having a 50-50 chance of an additional sanction (although 

slightly highcr for Takes Intosicant lnto Body). There does not appear to be an offence in 

this area which would indicate that an offender is guaranteed one way or another of 

recciving an additional sanction. The relationship appears to allow for speculation with 

sonie of the othcr offences. For example, the fact that none of the 

Fights/AssaultslThreatens offences resulted in additional charges may be explained by 

üssuming that i l a  stronger deterrent than DS was necessitated by the situation, the subject 

may be administrative1 y segregated andfor considered for tram fer to a maximum secun ty 

institution. These "more serious" incidents, (those resulting in administrative segregation 

and possible increased security classifications), would not be in the current research 

sample. If the remaining convictions for Fights/Assaults/Threatens were not considered 

set-ious enough to warrant administrative segregation, they also possibly did not ment an 



additional sanction in the view of the institutional Court Chairperson. The fact that 100% 

O f Disobeys Order offence cases were given additional sanctions may constitute 

administration's efforts to back staff as well as send a signal to offenden that the 

contravention of staff authonty is simply not tolerated. Although DS is already considered 

to be higlily punitive. an additional sanction in conjunction with it sends an even stronger 

nicssügc. .An cvcn simpler explanation is to speculate that the apparent random use of 

additional sanctions is attributable to the subjective discretion of the Institutional Court 

Chnirpcrson. 

Sanc t ioi~cd O ffence .u Ofcerider Race 

Tlic cross-tabulation table to examine thc relationship between the variables 

"sanctioned offence" and "offender race" indicates no statistically significant relationship. 

Thc Pearson chi-square value is 10.58 with 9 degrees of freedom, and a significance level 

of 0.3053. There is no apparent relationship that would indicate that the type of offence 

coniniitted resulting in OS is correlated with the race of the offender. (Please refer to 

Table 16). 



Table 16 - Sanctioned Offence x Offender Race 

OFFENDER RACE 

SANC. OFFENCE 

fiils retust.s urinal. 

irikt.~ intoxicant 

possess derils 

poss. iinauthoriz 

crerites. partiç. 

Colurnn 
Total 

native non- 
native 

Row 
Total 

8 
1 't .9% 

3 
- i .EUn 

I5 
ZL.-l"r) 

1 O 
14.9"o 

16 
X.9"<, 

4 
0.0': O 

* 

43': 

1 
I .Y':, 

1 
1 .Y?" 

6 
9.0 

67 

Sanctioned Offence x Gang Affiliation 

Once again. (which may be due in part to the numerous categories for offences and the 

limited sample size), there does not appear to be a statistically significant relationship 

betwern type of offertce resulting in DS and sang affiliation. The nul1 hypothesis was that 



there would not be a significant relationship, and that gang members would not be over- 

represented in the commission of certain types of offences resulting in DS. SM1 gang 

rnrmben and their affiliates are known to intimidate other offenders as well as play a 

niajor role in the institutional dmg sub-culture. Yet, the Pearson chi-square value for this 

cross iabiilation table is 14.33. The degrees of freedorn is 9, and the level of significance 

is 0 . 1  1 12. Tlierefore, it cannot be stated with any type of statistical ceriainty that gang 

rncmbm arc over-represented in convictions for speci fic types of offenccs rcsulting in 

their sensin$ sanctions of DS. (Please refer to Table 17). 



Table 1 7 - Sanctioned Offence x Gane Affiliation 

GANG AFFILIATION 

S.4XC. OFFEXCE 

triils, rctiises urinal. 

disrcspcct abusi 

trikcs i~~tosicant 

fights assatilts 

posscss, cicals 

ciiaobq onlcr 

poss. unriuthoriz 

crcates participatcs 

disobeys 1vrittt.n 

multiple oITence 

Column 
Total 

Row 
Total 

S 
1 1 . 9 O ; ,  

3 
J._iU;, 

15 
-7 9 4') " --. 

1 O 
I4.9"a 

16 
27.9');, 

J 
6.0°0 

* 

J . Y o  

1 
1 .Y'" 

1 
1 . j O o  

6 
9 .O90 

Sanctioned Offence x Offender Age 

The nul1 hypothesis for the anticipated relationship benveen these two variables was 

that the age of the offender would not be related to the type of offence for which the 

offender was serving a sanction of DS. It was initially thought that younger offenders, 

often perceived as being increasingly more violent and disrespectful of staff authority, 



would be heavil y represented in offences such as Fights/Assaults/Threatens and 

Disrespect fuVAbusive Towards Staff, and Disobeys Order. (Please refer to Table 1 8). 

Table 18 - Sanctioned Offience .u Offender Age 

OFFENDER :\GE 

Row 
>20 driys 2 1 - 3 1  da>,s 3 1 days + Total 

I SXYC. OFFENCE 
I 

tritls rcfiiscs urin. 

disrcspect ribusi 

ukcs intoxicant 

tighis. assa i~ l ts  

pl>ssess. CfLlls 

iiisohtt y orcler 

poss. iinriiithoriz 

crcritcs. partic 

disobeys u.ritten 

multiple ufftince 

Colurnn 
Total 

The cross-tabulation table did not disprove the nul1 hypothesis. indicating that there is 

no apparent correlation between a particular offender age category, and the type of 



offence committed resulting in a DS sanction. The Pearson chi-square value is 21.24, 

with 18 degrees of freedom and sipificance level of 0.2674. 

What Effect is the Use of DS Having On Institutional Behavior 

The last area of questioning pertaining to this research is concemed with what 

apparent effect. i f  any. that the use o r  DS is having on the offenders wlio serve this 

sanction as piinishment. For the piirpose of this research. the effect of DS on behavior 

a-as detemincd by the change in the number of institutional charge convictions from the 

prc-tcst phase of the research stiidy, (prior to the independent variable of serving a DS 

scincrion). to the post-test phase. This was done for changes from pre-test minor 

institutional convictions to post-test minor institutional convictions. from pre-test senous 

iiistitutional convictions to post-test serious institutional convictions. and for total 

combincd institutional convictions. (both minor and serious). from pre-test to post-test. 

The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test was used for the above-stated three 

sets of cülculations. This test is a non-parametric procedure used with two related sarnples 

to test the nuil hypothesis that the distributions of two variables are the sarne. it does not 

make assumptions about distribution shapes of the two variables. The absolute values of 

the difference between the two variables are calculated for each area and ranked kom 

smallest to largst. The test statistic is generated on the sums of ranks For negative and 

positive differences (Grinnell & Williams, 1990). A non-parametric, 2 Tailed P-Test (pre 

versus post) was used because it is unknown whether the sanction of DS has a positive or 

negative e ffect on behavior. 



Minor Institutional Offence Convictions (a pre-test versus post-test cornpanson) 

The first Wilcoxon Test was to determine whether the independent variable of the DS 

sanction was associated with change in the number of minor institutional convictions 

froni the pre test to the post test phase of the research. It was detemined that the results 

of this test are not statistically significant. The Z Value = -0.2424 and the 1-Tailed P = 

0.Si)Sj. Ovcr the total saniple population. (although an effect on a specific type of 

oFfendcr coiild be hiddcn). thcre does not appear 10 b r  a relationship between senring a 

s:iriction of DS and a change in the number of minor institutional convictions. Out of the 

total sample population of 67 cases. 2 1 cases demonstrated decreased rates in the number 

ot' mincir instit~itioiial convictions, 21 cases shotved an increase in niinor institutional 

convictions. aiid 25 cases reveaied no change. The cases which improved in this area and 

thosc whose behavior worscncd canceled each other out. 

Serioils Institutional Offence Convictions (a ore-test venus post-test cornparison) 

The same Wilcoxon Test was also used to track improved or worsened institutional 

offending behavior as indicated by changes in conviction rates of serious institutional 

O ffcnces. Similar to the tracking of minor offences. post-test rates of senous convictions 

were conipared to pre-test rates to detemine if DS may have assisted in helping improve 

tehavior, worsen behavior, or had no noticeable effect on behavior at ail. Once again, the 

results of the Wilcoxon Test did not prove to be statistically significant. The Z Score = - 

0.6973. and the 2-Tailed P = 0.4856. in 19 of 67 cases, behavior (as indicated by 

conviction rates of serious institutional charges), worsened. A marginal number of cases 

improved in that 2 1 of the offenders decreased in the nurnber of serious institutional 



charge convictions they received dunng the follow up period. 27 cases did not indicate 

any change. 

Combineci Minor & Serious Institutional Offence Convictions (a pre-test and post-test 

cornparison of rates of institutional offence convictions) 

4 Wilcoson Test was also compleied io detemine if there were changes in rates of 

total convictions (both minor and serious) from the pre-test phase to the post-test phase. 

No t surprisingl y, ( given that independent Wilcoxon Tests for minor and serious ch~rges 

did not indicate change in behavior/conviction rates with any degree of statistical 

siynilicance). results are also not statisticaily significant in the case of cornbined rates of 

niinoi and serioiis institutional charges. The Z Score = -0.2680 and the 2-Tailed P = 

0.7SS7.  In total. 23 cases indicated a deterioration of behavior, 27 cases demonstratéd an 

inipro\-ement. and 17 indicated no change. 

Altliough the Wilcoxon Tests did not indicate any significant general trends, increases 

or dccrcases in convictions for institutional offending was also looked at in conjunction 

with the variables of "imposed additional sanction", "offender race", "gang affiliation". 

"O ffender age", "sanctioned offence". and the "speci fic institution", to hrlp detemine any 

sikmificant relationships reiated to behavior change. A bskal-Wallis 1-Way Anova was 

used for this endeavor. This tests whether independent samples are ffom the same 

population. It is the nonparametric equivalent of the 1-Way Anova test. 



The first set of Kmskal-Wallis 1-Way Anova tests were used to determine if there was 

a significant relationship between the variable of having had an additional sanction 

imposed and indication of behavior change afier the introduction of the independent 

variable, (measured by a positive or negative change in the total of minor offence 

coni.ictions. scrious ofknce convictions, and a combined total of both minor and senous 

c hrirscs ). 

;\dditiorid Sanctions and Changes in Rates of Minor tnstitiitional Offcnce Convictions 

Statisticiil testing indicated that the variable of "imposed additional sanction" with a 

cliangc in ttic numbcr of minor offences did not reveal any statistically significant rcsults. 

Tlic chi-sqiiarc value is 0.81. with 1 degree of freedoni. and a significance level of 

0.3675. iiidicates that the presence of an additional sanction imposed with a DS 

designation does not appear to affect an increase or drcrrase in the nurnber of minor 

iristitutiond charge convictions for DS offenders. 

Addi tional Sanctions and Changes in Rates of Senous Institutional Offence Convictions 

Exarnining the variable of "imposed additional sanction" with the change in the total 

nuaiber of senous charges (From pre test 10 post test), indicates that there is not a 

statistically significant relationship. The chi-square value is 0.32. with 1 degree of 

frcedom. and a signiticance level of 0.5703. Apparently, there is no relationship behveen 

the imposition of an additional sanction in conjunction with a sentence of DS, and a 

change in the rate of set-ious institutional ofFence convictions that an offender receives. 



Additional Sanctions and Changes in Rates of Total Combined Institutional Offence 

Convictions 

As was the case in the two above-examined relationships, there is no statistically 

significant relationship between the imposition of an additional sanction with a DS 

senteiice. and the overall rate of offending as determined by changes in the number of 

minor and serious institutional charge convictions. The chi-square viiliie For tliis 

rclntionsliip is 0.60. with 1 degee of freedom. and a significance level of 0.4350. 11 is 

alsc of intercst to note the lower frequcncy of serious relative to minor charges. as siich 

changes in the number of minor charges were easier to detect and also generally 

diiiniiiated the change in the total number of charges. 

0ffcridt.r Race and Changes in Rates of Minor Institutional Offence Cotivictions 

There does appear to be a statistically significant relationship between the variable of 

offender race (Aboriginal versus non-Aboriginal). and a change in the rate of minor 

institiitional offence convictions that an offender receives during the study's three-month 

beliavioral follow-up period. The chi-square value is detemined to be 1.34. with 1 degree 

of freedom. and a significance level of 0.0372. Data indicates that it is possible that non- 

Aboriginal offenders may respond better to DS (and therefore receive less rninor 

iiistitiitional offence convictions in the three months following a DS sanction), than do 

Aboriginal offenders. For this study sarnple, behavior (as determined by minor 

institutionai offending rates) indicated that non-Abonginal offenders received 0.50 fewer 

offences on average. while Aboriginal offenden received 0.38 more minor institutional 

convictions on average. 



Offender Race and Changes in Rates of Serious Institutional Offence Convictions 

Unl ike the apparent relationship between the above-noted variables of offender race 

and the frequency of minor charges. there does not appear to be a significant relationship 

betwcen ofcender race and the rate of serious institutional offence convictions. The chi- 

square vallie is 1.23 with 1 degree of freedom. The significance b e l  is listed at 0.268 1. 

0t 'kndt.r Race and Changes in Rates of Total Combined lnstitutional Offence 

Convictions -- 

Tlie variable of offender race and its relationship to the frequency of total institutional 

chürys convictions would appear to be significantly related givcn the research data. The 

chi-square is 5.31. with a fi.0212 levcl of significance and 1 degee of freedom. For the 

entire 67 case sample population, there was an average of 0.21 less charges for avery 

ofknder. Yct. broken down by race, non-native offenders received on average. 0.53 less 

total charges after serving a t em of DS. than they had prior to serving the sanction. On 

the othçr hand. the institutional behavior of the Abonginal oflenders actually appeared to 

have actually worsened alter having served a term of DS. Aboriginal offenden on average 

received 0.8 1 more total charges in the three months aRer the DS in comparison to the 

threc months prior io the imposing of the sanction. Do these results indicate that on the 

whole. non-Native offenden respond better to DS than does the average Aboriginal 

offender'? Further research might further identiQ the common denorninator (Le., possible 

cultiirally related variables or characteristics) that may help explain the indicated 

behavioral differences between these two cultural groups. 



Gang Affiliation and Changes in Rates of Minor institutionai Offence Convictions 

Once again, it is important to note that the variable of gang membership is almost 

exclusively one that pertains to Stony Mountain Institution. For the relationship between 

gang affiliation and minor charse convictions. in so fàr as is relevant to the context of 

ShlI. there does üppear to be a statistically significant relationship between offenders who 

arc gang involved and rates of minor institutional offtncr convictions. The applicable chi- 

squnrc valut. is 4.30, with 1 degree of freedom and a signi ficance level of 0.038 1 .  For the 

siiidy saniple as a whole, offenders reccived on average 0.02 less minor institutional 

charge convictions after sewing a term of DS. When broken down into the categories of 

gans iii\,ol~ed and non-yang involved. non-yang involwd offenders behavior appeared to 

p s i  tivel y chaiige in that 0.24 less minor institutional charges were reccived on averagc. 

On t!ic othrr hand, the gang member's behavior deteriorateci. resulting in an average of 

0.69 inore charges. It would initially appear that for offenders having sewed a sanction of 

DS. behrivior would more likely improve for non-gang related offenders, (at l e s t  as far as 

minor institutional convictions are concemed). It is also notewonhy to mention that 

approsiniately 84% of the identified gang members at SM1 were identified as Aboriginal. 

Approximatel y 7204 of the identified gang members or gang member affiliates identi fied 

in ihis research sarnple were also Aboriginal. It is unknown whether the increased rates of 

minor institutional offence convictions is attributable to the variable of gang membership, 

or ahether the deterioration is related to the larger issue of race. 



Gang Affiliation and Changes in Rates of Senous Institutional Offence Convictions 

While there is indication the variable of gang affiliation and rates of minor 

institutional charge convictions are related, there is no such indication of a statistically 

signi ficant relationship between gang affiliation and serious insti tutional charge 

convictions afier having served a DS sanction. The chi-square value for this relationship 

is 2 .W. witli 1 degree of freedom. The signi ticance level is 0.1 486. 

Gang Affiliation and Changes in Rates of Total Combined Lnstitiitional Offcnce 

Coi~victions 

Gang rnembership does appear to share a statistically significant relationship with the 

cornbined total of minor and serious institutional offence convictions. The chi-square 

value is 5.03, with 1 degree of frerdom and a 0.0 149 Irvel of s i g i  ficance. .As detemineci 

by the freqiiency of the variable of total charges, i t  appears that non-gang members that 

s e n d  sanctions of DS had improved behavior to that of gang memben who also served 

DS ternis. Given the above two described relationships between gang membership and 

conviction levels, it appears that the significant relationship is more due to the level of 

niinor charges than the relationship is to serious institutional charges. The mean for gang 

rnembers is -1.44, indicating that they received on average, this number more charges 

aRer serving DS than they did in the three month period pnor to the implementation of 

the independent variable. The mean for the non-gang rnembers was 0.18, indicating a 

neyligible average decrease of this number of charges. As the large majority of' gang 

members and affiliates in this study are of Abonginal descent, the apparent relationship 

between the variable of "gang affiliation" and rates of institutional O ffending support the 



previously established relationship between offender race and rates of institutional 

O ffending. 

Offcnder Age and Changes in Rates of Minor Institutional Offence Convictions 

TIIL. stiidy results indicate that the variable of offender age does not share a statistically 

sigiii ticrint relationship with the frequency of minor institutional charge convictions. The 

chi-square valut. is 0.73 with 2 degrees of freedom and a 0.6952 level of significance. 

This rcsult mûy be interpreted as indicating that the punitive sanction of DS does not 

appear to b s  significantly rehted to the success or failure of behavior change related to 

Iiiiy piiriicular age group as measured by differing levels of minor institutional offence 

cotivic tions. 

O ffender Age and Changes in Rates of Senous Institutional Offence Convictions 

Siniilar to the above Kruskül Wallis test with the variable "offcnder age" and minor 

inst i tiitional O ffence rates, the relationship between "O ffender age" and serious 

institiitional O ffence convictions is also not demonstrated to be statistically s i g i  ficant. 

The chi-square value is 2.76. with 2 degrees of freedom. and a significance level of 

0.2522.  For offenders who have srrved a terni of DS, repeat offending for serious 

insti tutional charges does not appear to be correlated to the age of the offender. 

Offender Age and Changes in Rates of Total Combined Institutional Offence Convictions 

Finally. it is not a surprise that given the results of the tests with offender age and 

levsls of reoffending with both rninor and senous institutional charges alter serving DS 



sanctions. there is no statistically significant relationship between offender age and the 

total number of institutional charge convictions for both minor and serious offences. The 

chi-square value is 2.76, with 2 degrees of freedom and a level of significance of 0.4467. 

I t  cannot be said that behavior is improved or worsened for any particular age sement of 

tlie ofleiider sitrnple population as a result of having served a sanction of DS. 

Srinc tioned Ot'lcnce and Changes in Rates of Minor Institutional O t'fcncc Convictions 

The rcsdts o l  the study indicate that there is not a statistically significant relationship 

bct\i.ccii tlic type of olfence resulting in a sanction of DS. and a change in the rate of 

riiinoi insti(iiiiona1 convictions incurred from the pre-test to the post-test phases of the 

rsssnrch. The chi-sq~iare value for this particular relationship is 6.80. with 9 degrees of 

ficedoni. and a significance level of 0.6579. Improvement or uorsening of behavior 

rclatsd to niinor institutional convictions aner serving a term of DS does not appear to be 

related to the specific type of offence for which the DS sentence was imposed. 

Sanctioncd Offence and Changes - in Rates of Serious Institutional Offence Convictions 

Altliough in the strictest sense there is not a statistically significant relationship 

brtwcen ths variable of type of offence and a change in frequency in the level of serious 

institutional convictions incurred after the independent variable of DS, there does appear 

to be marginal sigificance (although one should take into consideration the sample size 

and the sparseness of data, which might actually account for the data not being 

statistically signi ficant). For this relationship, the chi-square value is 15.9 1, with 9 

degrees of freedom and a level of significance 010.0687. Of the four offences cornprising 



over 73% of the total number of study cases, averages suggest that Takes Intoxicant into 

Body showed the least improvement as a result of serving a sanction of DS. FailsRefuses 

llrinalysis was -0.50, indicating on average an increase in senous institutional convictions 

by this number. The average for Fights/Assaults/Threatens was 0.40 (actually showing a 

dccrease in this type of oflending). was -0.44 For Possess/Drals in Contrabaiid. and -1 .O7 

Ibr Takzs Intoxicant into Body. Although Takes Intoxicant Into Body shows the least 

inipiovenicnt after a sanction of DS. it must bc reniernbered that the results are indeed not 

stütisiically significant. 

Sarictioncd Offencc and Changes in Rates of Total Combined Institutionai Ot'fem 

Convictions 

There does not appear to be a statistically significant relationship between the type of 

offciicc for which an offcnder serves a term of DS, and the effect that this sanction has on 

rates O T o\,erüll institutional offence convictions for three months following the 

imposition of the DS sanction. The chi-square value for this relationship is 8.55, with 9 

degrces of freedom. and a significance level of 0.4797. Although the relationship is not 

statistically significant, (and caution must be used with rerards to data interpretation due 

to the sparseness of the data), it is interesting to note that offenders serving a DS sanction 

for Takes Intoxicant h o  Body showed the l e s t  improvement in behavior. As a matter of 

fact. these offenders on average received 1.40 more total offence convictions in the three 

nicnths following the DS sanction than they incurred in the three months pnor. 



individual Institutions and Changes in Rates of Minor institutional Offence Convictions 

Research results do not substantiate the existence of a statistically sigificant 

relationship between the particuiar institution at which the offender is incarcerated and 

serves his term of DS (Stony Mountain Institution, Saskatchewan Penitentiary, or 

Druoiliel ler Institution). and corresponding changes in behavior as meastircd by the 

lieq:icncy of change in minor institutional convictions from the pre-test to the post-test 

perioil. The chi-square value for this Kr~skall Wallis Test is 3.1304. with 2 degrees of 

licedoni. and a signi ficance levcl of O . X N O .  Although the sparsencss of the data will not 

ai lon t'or generalization regarding data trends, it is a point of interest to note that a brief 

revicv: of the data indicates a positive change in behavior for Dnimheller Lnstitiition as 

iiicaxircd by a positive change in the total of minor offence convictions. (a decrease,of 

0.32 or1 averag). Offenders at S M  l and Saskatchewan Penitentiary actiially show a 

deterioration in behavior as indicated by a mean increase of rninor institutional 

convictions of 0.26 and 0.33 respectively. 

Individiial Institutions and Changes in Rates of Serious Institutional Offence Convictions 

A s  was the case with minor institutional convictions related to placement at one of the 

three dit'ferent institutions examined in the study, there is no a statistically significant 

relationship between the specific institution and the changes in rates of offending related 

to S ~ ~ O U S  institutional convictions. The chi-square value is 0.83, with 2 degrees of 

freedom. and a significance level of 0.6597. Although not statistically significant in the 

strict sense of the word (likely due to the small sarnple size). mean averases in 



institutional serious conviction rates would once again suggest that offenders at 

Dmmheller Institution, showed positive behavioral change aRer serving a term of DS. 

Individual Institutions and Changes in Rates of Total Combined Institutional Offence 

Convictions 

Finally. there is also not a statistically significant relationship betwcen the speciRc 

insiitution and related levels of behavior as widenced by changes in rates of total 

insti tutional cliarge convictions. The chi-square value is 7.97. with 2 degrees of Frcedorn. 

and a sijnificance level of 0.2267. Due to the absence of statistically significant results. it 

cannctt be said with üny degree of cenainty that there is a rclationship between improved 

or worsened behavior after scrving a sanction of DS as a function of which of the threc 

institutions that the offcnden were incarcerated in. Although the study sample s i x  is 

sniall. it is interesting to note, (and actunlly presents as an interesting topic for future 

more rigorous study). that a non-statistically significant trend rcmained uniform 

tlirouphout. This being that out of those offenders having served a sanction of disciplinary 

segrcgation, offenders at Drumhellrr approved to have improved behavior as indicated in 

the three month follo~v-up period. Convenely, and once again acknowledging that the 

statistics were not statistically significant, it further begs answer to the apparent 

worsening in behavior aRer DS for those offenders in Stony Mountain 'r:stitution and 

Saskatchewan Peniientiary. It must be stated that the estimates weren't large enough in 

any direction to say with confidence that there was either a wonening or improvement of 

behavior. 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSIONS ON DS AND FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Once again. there were three major lines of questioning which prompted the 

undertaking of this exploratory research. The first question asked about the general 

profile of offenders who were receiving and serving DS sanctions'? Were there certain 

o ffenders in the popiilations of SM 1, Saskatchewan Penitcntiary. and Drumheller 

instiiuiions that were more likely than other offenders io senre a sanction of DS? Wcre 

tlicre certain unique characteristics or personal attributes that may help identify an 

offender against which the sanction of DS was usrd to modify or punish problematic 

institutional bchavior? 

T1ie second line of research questioning dealt with why and how DS was being used as 

a sanction. For example. what specific offences or problematic rule-breaking bchavior 

most often resulting in the serving of a DS sanction'? How was the DS sanction 

specifically being used? For example. was the sanction being imposed on its own. or was 

i t  used in combination with other court sanctions to assist orenders in irnproving their 

behavior? 

Lastly. (and the most difficult to obtain accurate causative and statistically sigificant 

information about in the course of an exploratory study such as this), what \iras the 

behavioral effect that the DS sanction had on those individuals who served it? Did it 

appear to reduce problematic institutional behavior, not really affect it, or even worsen it? 

By looking at the objectives of DS and the inmate disciplinary process in conjunction 



witli perceived trends in behavior, is was thought possible to theorize on whether or not 

the sanction of DS is furthering the objectives of the inrnate disciplinary process. in 

attempting to evaluate this question, it must be restated that the intent of the research was 

not to establish a direct cause and effect relationship between sanctions of DS served and 

institutional offending behavior in the three said institutions. Yet observable trends of 

incrcasi n y  or decreasing institutional offences of offenders who have served term(s) of 

DS niny slied light on the long-term viability of DS in the inmate disciplinary process. as 

~ c l l  as spark funher research in these areas. 

Thc stiidy of these three lines of research questions did not alwnys provide statistically 

significmt resiilts. but did illiiminate two central reocciirring themes or findinp which 

prescntsd as prevalent throughout the ciirrent research endeavor. One reoccumng theme 

Iiad to do with offender race and the related issue of gang aftiiiation. Althou_rh offender 

race and gang affiliation were looked at as two separate variables throughout the course 

of the stiidy. they were closely related, and as such, are treated as part of the same theme 

with regards to the findings. Another theme, the most predominantly visible throughout 

the rcscarch. is the issue of substance abuse. 

A Profile of Offenders Serving DS Sanctions 

Variables were exarnined in order to try and accuntely ponray a profile of which 

offcnders are receiving and serving sanctions of DS. For example, it is a cornmonly held 

informal belief arnongst staff members that the "new breed" of violent, young offender is 

oRen thought of as the most likely to present as a behavioral concem within the 



institutions. If the research had in fact indicated ihat there was an overrepresentation of 

younger offenders serving DS terms, this would have further supported this theory of 

yoiinger offenders as behavioral problems. In reality, only 3% of the total sample 

population were 20 years of age or less. Conversely, only 9% of offenden who served a 

terni of DS during the period of the research were between 4 1 and 50 years of age ( 1.5% 

wcre in  the 5 1 to 60 year age group). Forty-nine point three percent of the tord sample 

popuiritioii was bctween 21 to 30 years of age. and 37.3% were between 31 and 40. 

..\ltlioiigli only S M  1's sample population was reprcsentative of the agc distribution of the 

gciicral inmate population, al1 three institutions had very strong rcpresentation in the 2 1 to 

10 year old category. The initial trends in this research woiild indicate that there does not 

appcar to bc strong basis For thc premisc that the yoiinger offendcrs would be over- 

reprcsented as behavioral probiems who have accordingly served disciplinüry sanctions 

such as DS. Or ai least they are not being dealt with via DS. 

This research also isolated the variable of the length of incarceration that the offenders 

recriving trrms of DS were pnerally serving. A common assurnption. in a similar 

manner to those assurnptions about the age of the offenders involved in negative 

institutional behavior, is that terms of DS would be most commonly served by offendcrs 

serving shorter tems of incarcention (not to be confused with the lengh of the DS 

sanction). 4 s  was previously alluded to. a general working assumption of many staff 

working in the institutions is tliat offenders serving longer terms of incarceration have 

more of a vested interest in maintaining order and stability in the institution (as this is 

thcir pemanent residence for an extended period of time). The preliminary research does 



not appear to support this theory. Despite uncontrolled variables (e.g.. the point at which 

the offender is in the sentence). and unequal age grouping categories, 67% of the total 

saniple population were serving sentences of 10 years or more. 

In an attcmpt to distinguish a profile of which offenders receive and serve a DS 

saiiction. the theme of ofknder race (also closely intertwined with the variable of sans 

aCfiliiition). w s  exaniined. It is a fact that on average, Aboriginal offenders in the Prairie 

Rcgiori 11aw a Iiiglier conviction rate for minor offences. and nationally have higher 

conviction rates for serious institutional offences than do other offenders (wliicli would 

prcsciit 3s ü possible explanation should Aboriginal offenders be over-represented arnonj 

iliosc ofienders who serve sanctions of DS (Solicitor Gèneral of Canada. 199s). As is 

oAcn ihc casc with their overrepresentation in rnany others facets of the criminal justice 

systcni. i t  \vas questioned as to whether Abonginal offenders would also be ovcr- 

rcprcsented in the sample DS population? Some postulate that western principles o l  

corrections and rehabilitation are not culturall y appropriate and effective for Aboriginals. 

Codd "problematic behavior" be viewed as syrnptomatic of a system that has corne a 

long way but still has h r  to go in implementing a cultiirally appropriate rneans of 

beliavior change and rehabilitation? Or is the indictment much harsher than this; that the 

Correctional System is percrived as biased and inattentive to the needs of Abonginal 

O ftënders. 

This study indicated that Saskatchewan and Drurnheller had sirnilar rates of 

Aboriginal offenders serving a tenn(s) of DS, as would be representative of the 



percentage of Aboriginal offenders in general population. Only SMI appeared to have a 

slightly disproportionate representation of Aboriginal offenders having served a sanction 

of DS. While approximately 52% of the general population of SM1 was comprised of 

Aboriginal offenders, 74% of SM1 offenders having served a tenn of DS over the course 

O T the research were Aboriginal. 

Gang affiliation was nnotlier variable that was focused on to try and detemine "who" 

tlis offenders were that sewcd t cms  of DS over the duration of the research. 

Intcrestinply. thc sanipie population would indicate that the issue of gang mernbership or 

affiliaiion was a problcm exclusive to S M .  as 93.8% of al1 sans affiliated offenders in 

rhe stiidy saiiiple were incarcerated üt SiW. Although. all institutions currently have rang 

conccrns to viirying degees. the variable of gang membership was not linked to the lise of 

DS ai Saskatc hewn Peni tentiary and Drumhel ler Institutions. Accordingly, 55 6% o f the 

DS samplc population from SM1 were linked to gans affiliation or menibership. but gang 

rncmbers comprise only 30% of the total offender popuiation at this institution. As such, 

initial examination indicates thal there may be a slight overrepresentation of gang 

members. (mainly Abonginal institutional gangs), and the use of DS at SMI. 

Al tlioiigh there appears to be a slight overrepresentation of SM1 Abonginal offenders 

and gang memben in the DS sample population, this would not serve to indicate that 

Abonginal offenders or Abonginal gang members are being unfairly targeted to serve DS 

sanctions. Further research may assist in îürther determining the apparent slight 

overrepresentation of Aboriginal offenders and Aboriginal gang members serving 



sanctions of DS at SMI. Questions rnay be asked about whether these gang members 

present as increased behavioral problems that necessitate the use of DS, or whether SM1 

utilizes DS as a tool to combat the growing gang problem. Given that the large majority 

of gang members at SM1 are self-identified as Aboriginal. (approximately 90%), it is 

iinknown whetlirr or not the overrepresentation of Aboriginal offenders is due to the gang 

affi!iation itself. or is consequently due to race more so than the actual affiliation. 

First impressions emannting from this exploratory study are that the offenders who 

serve sanctions of DS for serious institurional charges are genenlly between 21 and 40 

ycars of agc. The offcnders are generally serving sentences of 10 years or pa t e r .  

indicating that DS sanctions were not most commonly the domain of offenders serving 

short scntences. as is oflen the common assumption. The race of the offenden 

(Aboriginal verstis non-Aboriginal) does not appear to be a factor (DS rates for 

Aboriginal offenders generally mirrored a representative percentage of the m e  of the 

general population) except that there did appear to be a slight overrepresentation of 

Aboriginal offenden serving sanctions of DS at SMI. It is proposed that this 

overrepresentation for SMI, (although not statistically significant for the total sample 

population). rnay be tied to the issue of the institutional gangs (which was an issue almost 

exclusive to SM1 in this study sample). It may be proposed that further explanatory 

research should be undertaken to detetmine if in fact there is a relationship between the 

issue of race and gang membenhip, and their relationship to the use of DS. 



Why is DS Beine Utilized and How 1s It Beine Used? 

The second line of research questioning is regarding why and how DS is being used as 

a sanction. For example, for what specific offences or problematic rule-breaking behavior 

is most often resulting in the serving of a DS sanction? How is the DS sanction 

specifically being used? For example. is the sanction being imposed on its own. or is it  

uscd in combination with other available coun sanctions to assist O ffenders in improving 

their behavior. As will be revealed, thc central thcrnc of substance abuse assumes a 

proniinmi role in answcring why and how DS is being used. 

F'irstly, an attempt \vas made to try and determine what particular offence or pattern of 

ollènccs niost commonly resulted in the scrviny of a terni of DS. As was earlirr indicated. 

tlic niost common serious disciplinary offence resulting in a DS sanction being served for 

the total slimple population was PossrssiDeais in Contraband (compnsing 23.9% of the 

tord saniple population). Takes Intoxicant Into Body comprised 22.4% of the sample. 

Fights~Assau1ts/Threateoç 14.9% and Fails/Refuses Urinalysis accounted for 1 1.9% Of 

ihese top four. Takes Intoxicant Into Body and FailslRefuses Urinalysis (31.4%) are 

directly linked to institutional substance abuse. Of note is that Possess/Deals in 

Contraband is otten a charge given to an offender found in possession of drugs (but cm 

and does include other items such as money or weapons). Although the exploratory 

research into ihis issue was simply measures of frequency, it readily became apparent that 

the theme of substance abuse is inextricably tied to the use of DS as a sanction. This 

conirnon trend also played itself out to geater or lesser degrees at the level of each 

individual institution. Of note is that at Saskatchewan Penitentiary, the offences of Takes 



Intoxicant Into Body and FailsRefuses Urinalysis resulted in 66.7% of al1 DS cases 

senred in the context of the study. At SMI, PossesslDeals in Contraband accounted for 

25.9% of this institution's cases. For Drurnheller, 32% were attributable to Possess/Deals 

in Contraband and 28% to Takes Intoxicant Into Body. 

Intoxicant abuse appears to be very much tied to DS and its use as a disciplinary 

sanction. While Takes Intoxicaiit Into Body and FailsiRefuses Unnalysis accounted for 

over 3?, of the offences resuiting in DS. it should be noted that these are just two 

different charges out of a possible 20 general areas of infractions listed in the CCRA. 

Fiii.iiirr resenrch may help to shed liglit on the exact nature of this relationship. It may 

dso  bc telling that the only two ~flcnces out of the 20 listed that are automatically senous 

( 1 1 0  discretion is allowed between a minor or serious charge ddesignation). are Takes 

Iiitosicant Into Body and FailslRefuses Urinalysis. 1s the apparent link between the use of 

DS and the institutional drug subculture revealing that substance abuse is one of the most 

prcvalent and troubling issues facing today's correctional institutions'? Or is DS a sui table 

and proactive rneans by which to deter substance abuse involvement (which is 

undoubtedly a threat to the safety of staff and the security of an institution)? Is the threat 

perceived by offender use of intoxicants so severe that it must be punished more harshly 

than some other offences? Or is the reported issue of offender substance in penitentiaries 

been blown out of proportion? All told, it would appear that sorne in-depth qualitative 

researc h might provide lurther insight into the apparent relationship between substance 

abuse and the sanction of DS. On an even larger scale, undentanding of the relation 



between substance abuse and DS may assist in providing further insight into the overall 

objectives of the offender disciplinary process. 

Further to examining why DS is being used, a number of variables were looked at in 

coniunction with one another to determine if there were any apparent relationships 

betawn ccrtnin key variables and how DS is used as a disciplinary sanction. Although it 

\vas some\vhat disappointing that more of the variables cross tabulated did not reveal 

statistically significant relationships. (most probably due to issues such as the sample 

size), the predominant theme in the rcsearch once again rcvealed Îtsel f. The research did 

in h c t  denionstrate a highly sigificant relationship between the type o r  offence resulting 

in n sanction of DS. and the length of the DS sanction imposed. Cross tabulations 

betwen the type of offence for which DS was sanctioncd and the length of the DS 

sanction imposed revealed that the offence of Fails/Rrfuses Urinalysis (obviously very 

strongly conelated with substance abuse) resulted in sigificantly longer imposed 

sentences of DS (over 85% resulting in sanctions of 20 days or greater). This relationship 

lends further credence to the theory that there is a strong relationship between the use of 

DS and substance abuse, and that the nature of this relationship merits funher 

exploration. 

Cross tabulations exarnining the variables of length of DS sanction served in relation 

to the offence for which the sanction was imposed showed only a marginal level of 

sipiticance. Given marginal significance, coupled with the spaneness of the data for a 

cross tabulation such as this, it is difficult to draw anything in the way of conclusions. 



With this in mind. i t  is still interesting to note that offenden appeared to serve longer 

tems of DS for sentences such as Fails/Refuses Urinalysis and Takes Intoxicant Into 

Body (substance abuse related offences). Over 62% of offenders convicted for 

FailslRefiises Urinalysis and over 73% of those convicted for Takes intoxicant Into Body 

sen.cd DS sanctions of21 days or greater. Conversely. i t  is interesting to note that 90% of 

oni.ntiers convicted for Fight/Assaults/Threatens and 100% convicted for 

D isrcspçct fuli Abusive to Staff served DS sanctions of 20 da' or irss. 

As previoiisly discusscd. cross tabulations were nin to determine any relationsliip 

bcinwii the O fferice for which DS was imposed and imposcd addi tional sanctions. 

offendcr race. sang affiliation. and offender age. Once again. statistically significant 

initial indications arc that senous institutional convictions related to substance abuse are 

iiiorc likely to receive additional sanctions at the timc of thcir DS sentence. Fifty percent 

of convictions for Fails/Refuscs Urinalysis and over 6696 for Takes Intoxicant Into Body 

rcccived additional sanctions aloiig with the DS irnposi tion. Regarding convictions for 

Fighïs;Xssaults!Threatens and for DisrespectfuUAbusive to Staff, 0% rçceived additional 

iniposed sanctions with the DS sanction. Initial impressions are that a strong message is 

bring sent to offenden dispiaying negative behavior related to substance abuse. 

The sanctioned offence cross tabuiated with race did not indicate any statistical 

significance. There was also no information io indicate with any certainty that gang 

members are over-represented for specific types of offences resulting in DS. As was the 

case with measures of frequency regarding a profile of who is receiving DS, cross 



tabulations to determine why and how DS is being used did not identify offender race as 

problematic. There was an apparent relationship that is noteworthy of mention. Although 

cross tabulations indicated that there was not a statistically significant relationship 

between the length of tirne in DS served and the race of the offender, it was noted that of 

the five offenders who served a sanction of 3 1 days or more, 100% were Aboriginal. This 

ma? narrant further study as the ability to produce statistically significant results niay 

Iiaw b w n  limited by the saniple s i x .  .4lthough this witer does nct fcel that this in any 

way su~sests  that Aboriginal offenders are being unjustly targeted For DS sanctions. i t  

iiiay lcnd credencc to concems rciated to the effectiveness of DS and its use with 

Aboriginal offenders. This issue will be further discussed later in this report. 

Fiinlier to support the notion that DS is not being unfairly used with Aboriginal 

offenders. cross tabulations revealed that the length O F  DS sanction imposed and gang 

affiliation did noi share a statistically significant relationship. In addition. gang affiliation 

and the actual time served in DS proved significant, but not in the way expected by this 

writer. Cross tabulation indicates that gang members actually served shoner sentences 

(despite therr being nothing to indicate that they actually have shorter DS terms 

iinposrd). This relationship is puzzlirig as it mns contrary to the notion that DS may be 

being iised as a tool to deal with the gang situation at SMI. I t  would be interesting to 

h o w  who is released (gang member, Abonginal offender, an offender in DS For a 

substanceabuse related offence, etc.) when the segregation range is Full and ceII space is 

required for an administrative segregation case. Further research would be required to 

pro~ide answers to these questions. 



Does DS Appear To Have An Effect On Offender Behavior? 

The third and final focus of this research was to try and determine the effect of DS on 

the offenders who serve it as a sanction. The first area examined was in relation to 

behavior change as evidenced by changes in rates of minor institutional offence 

convictions. Overall, althoiigh the results are not statistically signi ficant, there does not 

appear to be a sipifkant relationship bctwecn the serving of a sanction of DS and a 

changr: in the rate of rninor institutional offences. Approximately the samc nurnber of 

offenders had iiicreased charges as did those with decreased charges. and anothcr segment 

slio~-cid no noticeable change at all. A siniilar discernible pattern was also s h o w  for rates 

of serious institutional offending. Logically following. therc was no signiticant pattern of 

change in overall rates of offending (total of minor and serious institutional offence 

convictions). 

Institutional offending was also looked at in conjunction with the variables of imposed 

additional sanctions. offender race. gang affiliation. offrnder age, sanctioned offence. and 

institution. Although the previous discussed research results did not fimly indicate a 

relationship between race and gang affiliation and who was receiving DS and why and 

how they were recriving it. a discussion of the effects of DS does indicate a relationship 

with race and gang affiliation. 

As it appears. there was a significant relationship between the race of the offender. (a 

previously discussed theme). and changes in rates of institutional offending behavior. 

According to rates of minor institutional offence convictions, non-Abonginal offenden 



may respond better to a DS sanction than do Aboriginal offenders. Non-Aboriginal 

offenders tended to receive less minor institutional offence convictions in the post test 

iollow-up than they did in the pre-test period. Also in the area of total cornbined 

institutional O ffences, after serving a sanction of DS. non-Aboriginal offenders rates of 

institut ional O ffending actually worsened. Non-Abonginal offenders appearcd to 

deniunstratc iniproved behavior as they received less convictions for institutional 

offcnccs. For tliis wnter, these resiilts tend to cast doubt and encoiirage questioning about 

t h  vinbi l i  ty of DS as a culturally sensitive coinponent of the inmate disciplinary process. 

Similarly related, changes in rates of rninor institutional offending anû combined 

charsc totals (niinor and serious institutional charges) appear relatrd to the variable of 

ciinj affiliation (keeping in minci that oïer 96% of the gang members in the sample - 
popii lat ion are Aboriginal). Al though these results were not statistically signi ficant. 

(likely due to the small number of gang membrrs in the sarnple population). a similar 

pattern to that shown by race and institutional offending is demonstrated. The exploratory 

rescarch indicates that the behavior of gang members actually worsened (increase rates of 

minor and cornbined institutional offending) while non-gang affiliateci offenders 

demonstrated corresponding irnprovements in beliavior as indicated by institutional 

offending rates. Once again, is DS apparently less effective with gang members because 

they are predominantly memben of Aboriginal gangs and DS is not cuItunlIy 

appropriate, brcause gang members become increasingly more rebellious after the 

restrictive and punitive sanction of DS, or because the institution is continuing to try and 

send a tough message to gang memben? in this w-iter's opinion, this apparent 



deterioration of behavior is more likely related to the issue of race, than about gang 

affiliation. If prison administrators were trying to send a strong message to gang 

members. it is likely that we would see gang members receiving more DS sanctions and 

longer iniposed and served DS sanctions. As was earlier denionstrated, this does not 

appenr to be the case. 

I i i  siinirnary. iilthough Aboriginal offenders do not appear to receive DS sanctions any 

dil'fcrently tlian non-Aboriginal offenders. data suggests that DS may not be an effective 

nieans by which to effect positive institutional behavior change. It is frlt that further 

rcsc.arcli uitli a largcr Aboriginal sample sizc should bc iised to fiirther explore this issue. 

.Wioiiyli not al1 data poiiiting to this theory is statistically significant, the pattern remains 

tliç snnie. If DS is not effective with Aboriginal offenders or is actually worsening their 

brliavior. more cul turally appropriate means of behavior change for Aboriginal O ffenders. 

(incorporating traditional interventions siich as healing circles and Elder counseling). 

should be explored. 

Further io this. an attempt was made to deterrnine the existence of a relationship 

brtweiin rates of institutional offending and the three different institutions that served as 

the settings for this research. Research did not support the existence of statistically 

significant relationships between the utilization of DS at Stony Mountain institution, 

Saskatchewan Penitentiaiy, or Drumheller institution and rates of minor, senous, and 

combined total charges. It would appear that the spaneness of the data does not pemit 

generalization of data trends or statrrnents of statistical significance, but there is an 



interesting general trend in this relationship of variables that should be further studied. It 

would appear that in regards to follow up rates of minor, senous, and combined charges, 

offenders that served sanctions of DS at Drurnheller Institution tended to demonstrate 

improved behavior (decreased rates of institutional offending) as compared to offenders 

who sen-cd their DS sanction at eithcr SM1 or Saskatchewan Prnitentiary (whose 

bcliavior rictiially appenred to worsen). Funher study would assist in detemining for sure 

whctlicr or not tliere is a statistically significant relationship betweeii variables (i t  is 

recommciided tliat a rnuch larger sample size be utilized if it al1 possible). and if so, why 

DS sccms to havc varying degrees of effectiveness depending on the institution that is 

utilizing i t as a disciplinary tool? Coiild it be that Drurnlieller Institiition is iitilizing DS 

niorc cffcctivsly. Initial indications do indicate that offenden given a sanction of DS at 

Drunilicllcr Institution are more likely to senre closer to the desired sanction. (The 'thrcat' 

of DS is fo1louw.i through). The hollow threat of punishment quickly loscs its ability to . 

be an rffcctive deterrent. Or, once again, could it be that higher rates of Abonginal 

offenders rit SM1 and Saskatchewan Penitentiary point to DS as an apparently ineffective 

means by which to change behavior, nising Further questions about the cultural 

appropriateness of ihis sanction. 

Witli regards to the type of offence and rates of minor institutional offending, no 

statistically significant relationship was noted. There does appear to be marginal 

significance. (with caution also bcing given due to the sample size). behveen the type of 

offence resulting in the DS sanction, and follow up rates of serious institutional charges, 

although this is not statistically significant. Once again, the recumng theme of substance 



abuse is also evident in that offenders who received their term of DS for Takes Intoxicant 

Into Body. (one of the four offences compnsing over 73% of the total of sanctioned 

offcnces resulting in a served US sanction), were least likely to demonstrate behavioral 

in~provernrnts (as indicated by an increase or decrease in senous institutional offending 

as cornparcd to an earlier established baseline of serioiis institiitional offences). The 

offenders who received a DS sanction t'or Takes Intoxicant Into Body. were the second 

leas: likcly to demonstrate behavioral improvement as retlected in the area of serious 

iiistitutionai offence convictions. Convenely. DS resulted in a trend roward improved ' 

behiivior for offenders who received the sanction for FightsiAssauItsiThreatens. 

Siniiliirly. in tlic area of total offence convictions. Takes Intoxicant Into Body slioweti ihe 

least improvenient in behavior as indicated by total offences. On average. these ol'fcnders 

rcceivcd I .4 niore institutional otrence convictions thün the rest of the srimplr population 

wlio had received DS for other institutional offences. It  is important to note that i t  cannot 

be assumeci in the conteltt of this research that offenders who received sanctions of DS 

[or substance abuse related behavior reot'fended in a like manner. Further research would 

necd to determine whether offenders given sanctions of DS for substance abuse. continue 

io comnii t insti tutional offences related to substance abuse. It must be ac knowledjed that 

these offeriders may be versatile with respect to their institutional offending behavior. It 

cxi only be stated in the context of this research that the behavior of these offenders did 

not appcar to improve in regards to general institutional offending (although it  is known 

tliat addicts in an institutional environment are likely to reoffend in a like manner). 



As has been revealed, substance abuse is inextricably tied to the sanction of DS. Data 

indicates that DS is used most ofien for offences related to substance abuse, that the 

lengtli of the imposed DS sanctions appear longer for substance abuse, that offenden 

giveci DS for substance abuse serve longer sanctions, and that they are more likely to 

rcceive additional imposed sanctions. In addition, behavioral patterns also indicate that 

otTcndcrs who servc sanctions of DS for substance abuse related offences are least likely 

to denmistrate improved behavior. Sirnilar to the issue of race. further research is 

rcqiiircd to determine if  this in fact the case. If the information revealed by this 

cs plosatory research is tme, altemate foms of punitive sanctionshehavior modi ficatioi; 

that ~ o i i l d  be more eifectivc with issues of substance abuse should be explored. 

Smirnnrv 

Segrcgation. of which DS is a part. is viewed as an extreme measure. Ii's use indicates 

that al1 other alternatives to manage the ofkndcr in general population have been 

considercd as unavailable or ineffcctive (Correctional Service of Canada, 1997). The 

objective of the inmate disciplinüry process and its sanctions such as DS are to provide a 

fair and eqiii table disciplinary system which encourages inmates to conduct themselves in 

a manner which promotes the good order of the institution, fosten a positive correctional 

environment, and contributes tc the rehabilitation of inmates by allowing them io 

demonstnte their efforts to become law abiding citizens (Correctional Service of Canada, 

1997). As was previously revealed in the literature review, the body of literature 

proposing the negative effects of segregation would appear to be larger than the body of 

literature rspousing it as a non-harmful tool for behavior modification. It has been 



proposed that segregation may actually reinforce problematic offender behavior. It is 

currently unknown whether its use is meeting intended policy objectives, or whether it is 

harmful to an offender's mental health and well being. Given the role of DS as an 

extreme option of restrictive punishment, the lack of literature speci fic to the role and use 

o r  DS in the Canadian correctional system was of particular concem to this writer. 

As sucli, this exploratory research \vas to be a preliminary attempt at studying the use 

of DS. and to identify the need for furtlier resenrch specific to its use. Although the lack 

of a larger- sample size is seen as a limitation. the research appears to have met its 

objectives in that it has reaffirmed the nerd €or not only further exploratory researcli in 

this area. but for ex planatory research with a recommended qualitative cornponent. This 

siiidy raised questions aboi1 t the effectiveness of DS with regards to Aboriginal offenders. 

Although Aboriginal offenders do not appear to be unfairly targcted to receive DS 

sanctions. questions anse about whether or not it is a culturally relevant means by which 

to attempt to deter negative institiitionai behavior. The Service's Prairie region accounts 

for the most Aboriginal O ffenden. being responsiblr for almost iwo-thirds of the 

Aboriginal offender population (Motiuk & Nafekh. 2000). One must take into account 

tliat given the numbers of young Aboriginal children and the much higher birthnte. large 

incrrases are predicted to occur in the next decade in the Aboriginal population (Boe. 

1999). 1s the use of DS another exarnple of a cnminal justice system that is not in tune 

with the special needs of Aboriginal offenders? 



This writer would argue that the tentative research finding stemming from this study 

surrounding the issue of  Abonginal offenden rnay be generalized to other medium 

security institutions. Despite the propensity for many additional uncontrolled variables in 

otlicr institutions. questions rernain about the effectiveness of DS as a behavior 

modification tool for al1 Aboriginal peoples. not just those offenders hoiised at SMI. 

Saskiitcheuan Penitentiary. and Drumheller Institiitions. Further research may assist in 

dctcrmining whether or not DS is a cultunlly appropriate disciplinary sanction for 

.Abcriginal offenders. If it is not. the consequences of its use extend far beyond the 

popiilations of only the three institutions in question. 

Also. the theme of substance abuse appears irtestricably linked to the iise of DS as part 

of the inmate disciplinary process. Further research must examine the role of DS in 

dealing with the pervasive problem of substance abuse in our penitentiaries. The Solicitor 

Genenl (1998) has noted tliat violent incidents in institutions appear to decrease as drug 

scizures increase. It is aiso stated that the type of acts subject to discipline in a particular 

institution are a function of the purpose of that institution's disciplinary system (Harvard 

Centre for Criminal Justice, 1972). If there is a statistically significant link between 

substance abuse related behavior and the use of DS, there must be a better way to deal 

with a pervasive problem such as this than with a restrictive punitive sanction. The use of 

DS would appear to be contrary to the basic principles of behavior modification in that 

tliere is limited access to propmming and offenden are somewhat isolated From other 

available positive supports in the institution. 



Similar to the argument made in favor of generalizing results associated with 

Abonginal offenders to al1 medium security male Aboriginal offenders (and not just those 

DS offenders from the three institutions that were examined), a similar argument may be 

made for the topic of substance abuse and its relation to DS. Again. taking into 

considerarion ~incontrolled variables. the relationship between substance abuse and DS is 

likcly n relationship that rxceeds the boiindaries of the threr medium security institutions 

in question. This witer would argue that the preliminary data on the relationship between 

substance abiise and DS would be sharcd in al1 medium secunty institutions in Canada to 

somc dcgrcc or another. Thcre is readily apparent argument to be made that would 

iiirliciiie that this exploratory data should not be generalized to d l  medium security 

iiistitiitions. 

Firial!y. further researcli must be undertaken to determint whether or not DS is even 

Iiwiiiy thc desircd effect on offender behavior. It is difficult to justify the use of a 

restrictive sanction when little is known about its risks, and whether or not it is even an 

effective rneans by which to deal with probletnatic behavior. tnmate discipline is to be 

tirst and foremost corrective. Funher to this point is that this research could not indicate 

tvith nny dcgree of statistical significance that DS had a positive effect on behavior. In 

iàct. prcliminary indications are that offenden who are adrnitted to DS due to substance 

abuse related convictions actually experience a behavioral deterioration after the serving 

of the sanction. Although this particular behavioral trend was not statistically significant, 

it would not be out of line with research by Ross & Doody (1973), Hart (1978), Gendreau 

& Ross (1980). and Weisburg et a1 (1995), that indicates that punishment and sanctions 



can actually result in increased behavioral transgressions. The lack of any data indicating 

the effectiveness of DS on improving behavior (especially in the case of SM1 and 

Saskatchewan Penitentiary), also reinforces earlier questions about the effectiveness of 

DS with the Aboriginal offender population, and about its effectiveness as a means by 

which to deal with behavior related to substance abuse. Although this area of research 

presents \vit11 iiniqiie difficulties in the areas of iincontrolled variables and difficulties 

associatcd with trying to research deterrent effect. explanatory research with n qualitative 

cornponent niay assist in identifying DS's effect on individual offenders. and its usage at 

diffcrent institutions. Apparent failure of punishment as a special deterrent does not 

neccssarily niean that i t  is ineffective as a general deterrent. Due to siibstance abuse being 

siich a pervasivc problem in the prison system. DS might act as more of a ~eneral 

deterrent thün :i speçitic one. One addict's improved behavior may not niake a dent in the 

statistics related to the institutional drug sub culture. but the general deterrent rernains 

iinkiio~vn. For example, an institutional drug dealer is not generally an effective supplier 

of drugs while in DS. Siemming from the information resulting from this research. as 

well as the questions it has generated, it would appear that the need for additional 

research in this area is as great as ever. 
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